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1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate free central extensions of groups, which are, in their 
turn, extensions of free nilpotent groups. Specifically, let F be a non-cyclic free 
group, R a normal subgroup of F and yc R (c >_ 2) the cth term of the lower central 
sedes of R. The quotient 
F/[ycR, F] (1.1) 
is, in view of the exact sequence 
1 ---, YcR/[yc R, F] --* F/[ycR, F] ---} F/ycR ~ I, 
a free central extension of FlyeR. The latter is, because of the exact sequence 
1 --}R/yc R ~F/Yc R ~F/R--} 1, 
an extension of the free nilpotent group R/ycR by G=F/R, which is given by the 
free presentation 
1 -,R--,F--*G-* 1. (1.2) 
It is well known that F/ycR is torsion-free for every normal subgroup R of F (see 
[16]). Hence, if there is torsion in (1.1), it must be in ycR/[ycR, F]. In 1973, Gupta 
discovered [4] that the free centre-by-metabelian group of rank d (i.e. the group 
(1.1) in case c=2, R =F '  and rank F=d)  contains, for d>_4, an elementary abelian 
2-group of rank (~). Undoubtedly, this, at that time surprising, phenomenon (the 
presence of torsion in free centre-by-metabelian groups) has been a major stimulus 
to investigate (1.1) in the general case. In this paper we focus on ycR/[~cR, F] and, 
in particular, on its torsion subgroup. We prove the following result: 
Theorem 1.1. For any integer c~2, YcR/[YcR, F] decomposes into the direct pro- 
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duct of  a free abel]an group and a periodic abel]an group. I f  c > 3, the exponent of 
the torsion subgroup divides c. For c= 2, the exponent of  the torsion subgroup 
divides 4. 
In case c = 2, this is a result of Kuz'min [9]. In the general case, Theorem 1.I 
strengthens a result of [18], where it was stated that, for any c_>2, the torsion sub. 
group is of exponent dividing c 2. The exceptional position of c = 2 in the theore~ 
is essential: In [9] Kuz'min has given an example of a normal subgroup R such that 
R'/[R" F] contains an element of order precisely 4. Concerning the free abel]an 
direct factor of ycR/[yc R, F] we mention a result of Baumslag et al. [2]. They have 
proved that its rank is infinite if G =F/R is infinite. Note also that ycR/[yc R, F] is, 
by a result of C.K. Gupta and N.D. Gupta [5], precisely the centre of (1.1). 
Theorem 1.1 gives some restriction on the torsion subgroup. On the other hand, 
an exact description of the periodic subgroup in ycR/[YcR, F] has been given in 
several special cases, particularly for c = 2. The above-mentioned lementary abel]an 
2-group discovered by Gupta in the free centre-by-metabelian group is the torsion 
subgroup of F"/[F", F]. An alternative proof of this fact has been given by Kuz'min 
[8]. J. Lewin and T. Lewin [11] have shown that R'/[R" F] has no torsion if R/R' 
is a projective G-module. These results are covered by a recent heorem of Kuz'min 
[10], who has proved that if G has no 2-torsion, then there is an exact sequence 
0-* H4G® Z2 ~ T -~ Uom(7/2, H3G)-'O, (1.3) 
where T denotes the torsion subgroup of R'/[R" F], written additively. A complete 
description of the torsion subgroup of R'/[R" F] for G being a one relator group 
(including such with 2-torsion) can be found in [9]. 
Concerning the general case (c_> 2) a considerable advance in understanding the 
structure of ycR/[YcR, F] has been made by Thomson [19]. Using the approach of 
[2] and additional homological considerations he has proved that the torsion 
subgroup is an extension of a certain abel]an group of exponent dividing c by a cer- 
tain subgroup of H2cG. In particular, he has pointed out that ycR/[ycR, F] is free 
abel]an if cd G_<2 (cd = cohomological dimension). Extending results from [19], it 
has been proved in [18] that the periodic subgroup of )'cR/[~'cR, F] is trivial if O 
is finite and ( IG[,c)=l .  Finally, the torsion subgroup of y3F'/[y3F',F], an 
elementary abel]an 3-group of rank (~), where d=rank F, has been calculated in
[17]. 
The main result of the present paper is 
Theorem 1.2. Let p be a prime, R a normal subgroup of  F such that G = F/R has 
no p-torsion. Then the torsion subgroup of  ypR/[ypR, F] is isomorphic to 
H4(G, 7/p). 
As usual, H4(G, Zp) denotes the 4th homology group of G with coefficients b
the trivial G-module 7p = Z//~Z. T3y the U~versa] Coei'fic'ient l"heorem (see [6, 
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Chapter 6]), H4(G, 7_p) and the integral homology groups of G are connected by the 
exact sequence 
H4 ® (G, Zp)-  Tor(Ha C, Zp)-* 0, 
which splits by an unnatural splitting. The abelian group Tor(HaG, Zp) is isomor- 
phic to HaG[P] = {a eHaG: pa=O}. Hence, Theorem 1.2 yields that the torsion 
subgroup of ypR/[ypR, F] is isomorphic to the elementary abelian p-group 
H4G®Z p (~ HaG[p]. (1.4) 
In particular, for p = 2 we get, in view of the isomorphism HAG[2] = Horn(Z2, HAG), 
Kuz'min's [10] exact sequence (1.3). In fact, in comparison with [10], Theorem 1.2 
(for p = 2) gives additional information since the question of whether (1.3) splits has 
remained open in [10]. But just the splitting of the exact sequence in the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem allows us to state the following addition to Theorem 1.1 con- 
cerning the case c= 2: 
Corollary 1.3. I f  G has no 2-torsion, then the torsion subgroup of R'/[R, F] is an 
elementary abelian 2-group. 
We state a second corollary concerning the free centre-by-nilpotent-by-abelian 
groups, i.e. (1.1) in case R =F'. In this case G=F/F'  is a free abelian group of rank 
d, where d= rank F. The kth homology group of G is known to be a free abelian 
group of rank (d) (see [12, Chapter 6, §6]). Hence, in view of (1.4) we get the 
following corollary generalizing the above mentioned results on ycF"/[ycF; F] for 
c=2 [4] and c=3 [17]: 
Corollary 1.4. For any prime p, the torsion subgroup of ypF'/[yrF; F] is an 
elementary abelian p-group of rank (d4) for d>_4 and trivial for d=2 and d= 3. 
Since the group (1.1) is, in ease R =F',  a relatively free group determined by the 
identical relation 
[Ix1, x21, [xa, x41, ..., [x~_ l, X2c], Y] = 1, 
Corollary 1.4 is the answer to a question of Hurley, who asked in [7] if, for a given 
prime p, there is a relatively free group, which is determined by a single commutator 
law with independent entries and which contains elements of order p. 
Finally, by Hopf's formula (see, e.g., [6, Chapter 6]), ~,cR/[~,cR, F] is just 
H2(F/~,cR), the Schur multiplicator of F/?cR. Hence, under the conditions of 
Theorem 1.2 there is a nice exact sequence 
0 --.* H4(F/R, Zp) ~ H2(F/ypR) ~ X..~ O, 
where X is a free Z-module, i.e. the torsion subgroup of H2(F/ypR) is just 
~I4¢F/R, Zp). 
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Our examination of ycR/[ycR, F] is based on the approach of Baumslag et al. 
[2], i.e. on the isomorphism 
ycR/[yc R, F] ~ ~cM @c Z, (1.5) 
where ~.cM means the cth homogeneous component of the free Lie ring on the rela. 
tion module M= R/R' stemming from the free presentation (1.2). 
The arrangement of the paper is as follows: Notations and some preliminary 
notions will be introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 we study free Lie rings on G- 
modules. Some general facts concerning the homological behavior of some special 
G-modules will be proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we introduce the isomorphism 
(1.5) and then we exploit some results of the previous sections to prove Theorem 
1.1. Moreover, we start with some simple considerations concerning Theorem 1.2. 
In direct preparation for the proof of Theorem 1.2, some concrete homological 
computations will be performed in Section 6. Finally, using the discussion of all 
preceding sections, the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be given in Section 7. 
Occasionally, well-known facts will be drawn from homological algebra without 
citing special references; these however can easily be found, e.g. in [6]. 
The author would like to thank the referee for many helpful comments. In par- 
ticular, Lemma 3.1 and the proof of Lemma 3.4 given below were kindly provided 
by the referee. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Groups 
Let G be a (multiplicatively written) group given by the free presentation (1.2). 
The (additively written) ahelian group M= R/R" carries, by conjugation, the struc- 
ture of a right G-module, which is called the relation module of G stemming from 
the free presentation (1.2). As usual, ZG denotes the integral group ring of the 
group G, IG the augmentation ideal (the kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
e: 2~G --* 2[). The canonical exact sequence 
! 
O~IG ~ZG e-~Z--,O (2.1) 
will be referred to as the augmentation sequence. Let P=IF®FZG. Then (see [6, 
Chapter 6, §6]) P is a free right G-module and there is an exact sequence 
O~M ~-.~p °,IG~O. (2.2) 
which is usually called the relation sequence (stemming from the free presentation 
(1.2)). It should be pointed out that the embedding/z : M-*P, mapping the relation 
module M injecfively into the free G-module P, is due to Magnus [13] and 
customarily referred to as the Magnus embedding. 
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For c>2, the quotients ),cR/yc+ IR are also G-modules, which are usually called 
the higher relation modules of G (G acts via conjugation). 
Now let A be an (additively written) abelian group, n a positive integer. We will 
use the following notations: 
A(n)= {aGA: nka=O for some k=k(a)}, 
A[n] = {a~A: ha=O}. 
An abelian group is called a bounded n-group if A =A[n k] for some fixed k and 
A is said to be of period n if A =A[n]. 
2.2. G-modules 
The ring of integers Z and its quotients Z,, = Z/nZ will be regarded as G-modules 
with trivial action. A G-module is called Z-free, if it is a free Z-module, i.e. if the 
underlying abelian group is free abelian. The tensor product over Z will be denoted 
by ® instead of ®z. Let A l, A2,.. . ,  Ak (k >_ 2) be G-modules. The tensor product 
A1 ®A2 ®'"  ®Ak is itself a G-module with action defined by (al ®a2 ®'"  ®ak)g = 
alg® a2g ®'"  ® akg, ai ~ A i (i = 1,..., k), g ~ G (diagonal action). Throughout this 
paper tensor products of G-modules over Z will be regarded as G-modules with 
diagonal action. We will use the well-known fact that the Z-tensor product of Z-free 
G-modules is a free G-module if at least one of the tensor factors is G-free. 
Let m be an integer. The mth multiple map on a G-module A (i.e. the G- 
endomorphism defined by a-~ma, a~A)  will be denoted by {m}A. Sometimes, if
there is no danger of confusion, we will use simply {m} or (especially in formulae 
and diagrams) m. In particular, { I}A is the identical mapping on A. 
A system (A, B, a) consisting of G-modules A, B and a homomorphism t~: A --* B 
is called an m-pair, if there is a homorphism B:B~A such that the composite 
Aa-~BB-~-}A is the ruth multiple map on A : t~]~= {m}A. The homomorphism fl 
will be referred to as the m-pair-homomorphism of (A, B, a). 
2.3. Tensor rings, symmetric powers 
O0 Let A be a G-module. The tensor ring TA = @i=o TiA on A is the graded 
associative ring with unit which, in degree i, is the /-fold tensor power T/A = 
A®A ® ... ®A (/-fold), ToA = Z. Multiplication in TA is induced by 
(al (~ ... (~ ai)(bi ~ ... (~ bj) = al ~ ... t~ ai ~ bl ~ ... (~ bj 
(al,...,ai, b l , . . . ,by~A).  Note that TA is a graded G-module. The ith homo- 
geneous component T/A of TA may also be viewed as a module for Si, the sym- 
mtdc group of degree i, by defining 
(a l t~. ' .®ai)z=alTt~.. .~air ,  z~Si. 
It is easily seen that the G and Si actions on T/A centralize one another. 
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The ith symmetric power ~ia  of A is defined as TiA ®s, Z, where Z is regarded 
as a trivial Si-module. The canonical image of al ®' . .  ® ai in ~iA will be denoted 
by al o... o ai" 
2.4. Lie rings 
In this subsection we suppose the G-module A to be Z-free. To the tensor ring 
TA there is an associated Lie ring which has the same underlying abelian group as 
TA and the Lie product is defined by [u, o] = u ® o - o ® u (u, o e TA). The Lie sub. 
ring generated by A (=TIA) will be denoted by 8.,4. The Lie ring 8,4 is actually the 
free Lie ring on A and the tensor ring TA is the free associative ring with unit on 
A, i.e. the universal enveloping ring of 8,4 (see, e.g., [6, Chapter 7]). The free Lie 
ring 9.,4 is a graded G-module (SA = (~i~1 ~i A' ~l A =A)  and the inclusion mapping 
v~ : ~ ~ TA is an embedding of graded G-modules. In analogy to group theory we 
shall allow ourselves to refer to Lie products as commutators. Any Lie product of 
n elements from A will be called a commutator of weight n. We will use the follow. 
ing well-known facts: 
(1) The ith homogeneous component ~iA of 8,4 is (as a Z-module) generated by 
all left-normed commutators [al, ..., ai] of weight i (a l ,  . . .  , a ieA) .  
(2) The free Lie ring 9...4 is a free Z-module and Hall's basic commutators of
weight i form a free Z-basis of ~i A.  
Recall the definition of Hall's basis. The definition of basic commutators pr0- 
ceeds from a fixed free Z-basis ~ of A, which is totally ordered. The elements of 
the set d are the basic commutators of weight I. Suppose the basic commutators 
of weight less than i defined and the total ordering of the set ~t extended to a total 
ordering of the basic commutators uch that for any two basic commutators 
wl, WE, wt W~ > wt W E implies w, > WE (wt = weight). Then [u, u] is a basic commutator 
of weight i iff u and o are basic, wt u+wt  o=i, u>o and u= [//1,//2] implies o>-u2. 
The free metabelian Lie ring ~A on A is defined by 
= 8:111. 
Like 8,4, the Lie ring ~ is a graded G-module (~lRA = (~i%1 ~ff~i A) with ~Y~iA =
8iA/~iA Ni [[8,4, 8,4], [8,4, 8A]]. It is well known (see, e.g., [1]) that ~b4 is a free l- 
module and that the left-normed basic commutators [al, a2, a3, ..., ai] (al, ..., ai ~d, 
a~ >a2<_a3<_ ... <-a i) form a free Z-basis of the homogeneous component ~iA. 
Moreover, in ~iA the following relations hold: 
[al, a2, a3, ... , ai] + [a2, al, a3, ... , ai] -- 0, (2.3) 
[~tl, a2, a3, ... , t/i] -t- [a3, a l ,  a2, ... , ai] dr- [a2, a3, a | ,  . . . ,  ai] = 0, (2.4) 
[al, ...,aj, aj+ l, . . . ,a i ] -  [al, ...,aj+ l,ay, ...,ai] =0 (j_>3) (2.5) 
(al, ..., ai EA). The relations (2.3)-(2.5) are just a system of defining relationsd 
~0]iA considered as a Z-module with respect o the free Z-module-presentali~ 
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TiA ~ ~i  A given by al ®'"  ® a i o [al, . . . ,  ai]. 
Finally, let G be a group. The Lie ring Gr G on the group G is the graded Lie ring 
Gr G--(~i°~=1 YiG/Yi+ 1 G,  where the factors of the lower central series are written 
additively and the Lie product is defined by [ayi+iG, byj+lG]=[a,b]yi+j+lG 
(a~),iG\Yi+iG, bey jG\y j+ lG;  see, e.g., [15, Chapter 4]). 
2.5. Homological algebra 
Given a short exact sequence 
0oA oB~ CoO (2.6) 
of G-modules the term 'the long exact Tor-sequence for (2.6)' always means the 
canonical exact sequence 
"" ~ Tor~ (B ,Z)°  Tor~ (C ,Z)oA  ®c Z o B ®c Z O C ®G Z OO 
reestablishing the exactness of (2.6) after tensoring with the trivial G-module Z. 
Given a chain complex 
' 
we will use the notation (/~)i for the module occuring in /~ in dimension i. Finally, 
in line with our notation for tensor products we will write Tork(- , - )  instead of 
TorkZ( - ,  - ) .  All other notations are standard. 
3. Free Lie rings on G-modules 
3.1. The type series o f  ~cA 
Let Y= {Y l ,  Y2, -.- } be an infinite set of indeterminates. Special commutators are 
defined inductively as follows. The only special commutator of weight 1 is y~. Let 
wl(Yl, ...,Yk) and w2(Yl, "",Yl)  be special commutators of weight k and I respec- 
tively. Then the formal commutator word [wl(yl , . . . ,  Yk), WE(Yk+ l,---,Yk+l)] is a 
special commutator o f  weight k + I. 
Now we define a total ordering on the set of all special commutators. By defini- 
tion, we put Wl < w2 if wt wl < wt w2. In particular, Yl being the only special com- 
mutator of weight 1 is the absolutely minimal element. The ordering among special 
commutators of the same weight is defined by induction as follows. Suppose our 
ordering defined for all special commutators of weight less than k and let w I = 
[w'1(Yt ",Ys), w~(Ys+ , ' ~ ... ," 1,-.. Yk)] and w 2 = [w2(Yl, ... , Yt), w2(Yt+ 1, , Yk)] be special 
! I ! ? commutators of weight k > 1. Then we put wl < w2 if either w~ < w 2 or w~ = w 2 and 
w~(Yl, Yk-s) < " "", w2(Yl, ---, Yk- t). 
Now let A be a Z-free G-module, 9...4 = 0)i%1 ~-i A the free Lie ring on A. Using 
special commutators we define the type of a commutator in 9.,4. For, let 
°(al, ..., ac) be a commutator of weight c in 9..,4 (al, ..., ac~A).  Then there is a 
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unique special commutator t(o)= t (o)(Yl ,  ... , Y  c) such that o can be obtained from 
t(o) by replacing Yi by ai (i = 1,..., c). For example, t([al, a2, a3]) = t([al, a 2, a2] )= 
[Yl,Y2,Y3]. The special commutator t(o) is called the type of o. Roughly, two corn, 
mutators are of the same type if and only if they have the same bracket con. 
figuration. 
Let 0~' be a fixed Hall basis (see Subsection 2.4) of 9,4 such that the ordering of 
the basic commutators of ~ is consistent with the type ordering, i.e. for Ol, 02 ~ at', 
o I < 02 implies t(Ol)<_t(o2). A special commutator is called a basic type, if there is 
a basic commutator o • ,~ with w = t(o). Consider all basic types of weight c: 
w°> w'c>... > 
(Nc denotes the number of basic types of weight c). Note that wc ° is the left-normed 
commutator [Yl,.-., Yc]. 
Return to ~c A,  the cth homogeneous component of the free Lie ring 9./1, and let 
w / be a basic type of weight c. The 'verbal' submodule wic(~cA) is the G-submodule 
of ~cA generated by all commutators of type w c, i.e. 
w ( cA) = {w (al, . . . ,  ac): a l ,  . . . ,  ac 
Now let WiA be the submodule of ~c A generated by all verbal submodules 
w~(~cA) with w/> Wc j, i.e. 
WiA = wi(9.cA) + wic+ l(~cA) + ... + wcNC(~cA), 
and put W~ c+ 1A = O. Then we have a series of submodules 
= Wc°A _D ... _D Wc",A _D Wc =0,  
which we call the type series of ~cA. Put Uic A = WiA/W~ + IA (i=O, 1, ..., Nc). Our 
next aim is to describe the factors UiA of the type series. For, we define type- 
decreasing commutator words by induction on weight as follows. Any commutator 
of  weight 1 is type-decreasing, and if u, v are type-decreasing and t(u)> t(v), then 
[u, v] is type-decreasing. We will use the following rearrangement lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. In the free Lie ring gA any type-decreasing commutator w(al, ...,at), 
where al, . . . ,  at are basic commutators o f  weight 1, can be expressed as a Z-lip, ar 
combination o f  basic commutators o(al, ... , ac) • ~ with t(o) <_ t(w). 
Proof.  This is by induction on the weight. When w has weight 1 there is nothing 
to prove, so we may assume w = [u, o]. By induction we may assume o is basic, and 
we also may assume the result true for type-decreasing commutators [u', o'] of the 
same weight as w, where o' is basic and o '> o. 
Suppose first wt u = wt o. Applying induction to u, we have that [u, o] is a Z-lineax 
combination of elements [ul, o] with ul basic and t(ul)<t(u). I f  u l>v ,  then [ul,v] 
is basic. If o>ul ,  then [o, ul] is basic. In this case, as t(o)<t(u) by assumption, ~¢ 
have t([o, u l ] )< t([u, o]) unless t(o)= t(u) in which case t(ul)<-t(u)= t(o) and we still 
have t([o, ul])<_t([u, o]). 
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Now suppose wt u > wt o. Applying induction to u, we may suppose u basic. We 
have wt u> 1 so u = [x,y] with x,y basic and x>y.  If y_< o, then Ix, y, o] is basic, so 
~ve may assume y> o, and write 
y, o] = [x, o, y] - I y,  o, x]. 
Now [x, o] is type-decreasing asx, o are basic and x> o. So [x, o] can be expressed 
as a Z-linear combination of basic commutators ol with t(Ol)-<t([x, o]). We have 
wt o l>wtx>-wty,  so [ol,Y] is type-decreasing and by the induction on the last 
entry, [ol,y] can be expressed as a Z-linear combination of basic commutators 
of type_< t([ol,y]). Now t([x, o,y])< t([x,y, o]) unless t(o) = t(y), and t([ol,y])< 
t([x, o,y]) unless also t(ol)= t([x, o]), in which case t([ol,y])= t([x, o, y])= t([x,y, o]). 
In any case we have what is required. 
Now consider [y, o, x]. First suppose wt([y, o]) = wt x. As [y, o] is type-decreasing, 
it can be expressed as a Z-linear combination of basic commutators ol of type 
t(oO_<t([y,o)]. Now either [ol,x] or [x, ol] is basic. Each of these has 
type < t([x, y, o]), as wt ol = wt x< wt([x, y]). Next suppose wt[y, o] > wt x. By induc- 
tion, [y,o,x] is a Z-linear combination of basic commutators [ol,x] with 
t(ol) _< t([ y, o]). These are type-decreasing, and induction on the last entry yields 
that they can be expressed in terms of basic commutators of smaller type. Now 
t([ol, x])_< t([y, o, x])_  t([x; y, o]), so this case is dealt with. 
Now suppose wtx>wt[y,o] .  We consider [x, [Y, ol], which has type < t([x, y, o]) 
and apply our inductions to yield the result. [] 
Since every commutator of basic type is type-decreasing, we can state 
Corollary 3.2. Let al, ... ,ac cA ,  w i a basic type o f  weight c. Then the element 
w~(al, ... ,at) can be expressed as a Z-linear combination o f  basic commutators 
o ~ ~ of  weight c such that t(o) <_ Wic .
As an obvious consequence of Corollary 3.2 we get 
Corollary 3.3. (i) The submodule WiA is as a Z-module freely generated by all 
basic commutators u e 0~' o f  weight c with t(u) <_ wic. 
(ii) The factors Uic A are free Z-modules. The basic commutators of  type w i 
form modulo W i+ 1A a free Z-basis o f  UiA. 
Note that W~A = ~cA N [[9..A, 9.A], [9../1, 9../1]]. Consequently, U~cA = ~cA/WcIA is 
isomorphic to ~cA,  the cth homogeneous component of the free metabelian Lie 
ring ~IL4. In case c=2,3 we have only left-normed basic commutators, i.e. 
N2 =N 3 = 1. Hence, one has ~cA = W°A = U~cA = ~cA (c = 2, 3). Now let c_> 4, i > 0 
and u e at' a basic commutator of type w/. Then v can be expressed as a left- 
aormed commutator v = [02,02, 03, . . . ,  Us], where s> 2, o l ,  02, . . . ,  Us are basic com- 
N ~autators of weight >1,  t(uD>>_t(u2)=t(u3)=...=t(Us) and Ul=[V~,ul] implies 
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t(v2) > t(v~'). This follows immediately by the definition of basic commutators. Let 
WJm =t(vl) and wkn =t(v2), c=m+(s -  1)n. Now we can state 
Lemma 3.4. Let c>_4, i> 1 and w c a basic type as above. Then, 
(i) i f  w~ = wkn, there is an isomorphism of  G-modules 
U~c A --- ~s U~A (c = sm), 
(ii) i f  WJm :/: Wkn, there is an isomorphism of  G-modules 
UicA=UJmA®~s_IUkA (c=m+(s -1)n) .  
Proof. (i)Consider the map 0: Ts WJ A ~ f~c A given by (xl ® .." ® xs)O = [xl , ... , x,] 
(xl, ..., Xse WJA).  If xl, ..., xs are basic commutators of types _< WJm, then one of 
[xl, x2,..., xs] and [x2, x l , . . . ,  Xs] is type decreasing and both are of type < w/. By 
Lemma 3.1 the appropriate one can be expressed as a Z-linear combination of basic 
commutators of type < w/, so lies in WiA. So 0 maps TsWJmA into W~A (as a 
general element xi ~ WJA can be expressed as a Z-linear combination of basic com. 
mutators of type < wJ, n). Note that 0 is trivially a G-map, just by definition of G- 
action. Now the same argument as above shows that if at least one of the x i is a 
basic commutator of type <win +1, then (x l®.. . (~xs)O~ wi+IA. So 0 induces a 
map U A. 
We claim that relations similar to (2.3)-(2.5) hold in UiA. This is obvious for 
(2.3) and (2.4) in view of the anticommutativity law and the Jacobi identity. Con- 
cerning (2.5) we get for ul, ..., Vs~ WJA by using Jacobi identity (j_>3) 
Iv1, . . . ,  v j+ . . . ,  v,]  - . . . ,  v j+ z, vj, . . . ,  Vs] 
-- [DI,  . . .  , Dj, l)j + 1' " " '  ~)S] "t" [Dj, [DI,  . . . ,  O j_  11' Oj+ 1' " " '  ~)S] 
+ [vy+ vj, ..., vj_1], ..., 
--  [[1)] ' " " '  ~)j- 1]' [l)j, {)j+ 1], " " '  DS]" 
I,[,r i+ 1,4 It is easy to see that the latter is in .-c . .  and so our claim is verified. Now it 
follows that the above G-map TsUJA -, [lit A factors through ~lI~sUJ, nA. So we have 
a G-homomorphism ~sUJm A -" U~c A. By Corollary 3.3, UiA is, as a 7/-module, 
freely generated by all basic commutators of type w/, i.e. by all elements 
[el, v2, ..., Us] where the el, ..., Vs are basic commutators with t(vl)=t(v2)= ...= 
t(Vs) = w~ and vl > v2 < v3 <-'" <- Vs. On the other hand, UJm A is, as a Z-moduk, 
freely generated by all basic commutators of type WJm . Hence, ~sUJA  has a frc¢ 
Z-basis consisting of all left-normed commutators [vl,v~,...,Vs], where t(vl) = 
t(v2) = ... = t(Vs) = WJrn and vl > v2 < - v3 <- "'" <- Vs. By definition, our G-map ~sUYmA -* 
UiA gives a one-one map Iv],..., Vs]'~ [el,..., Vs] of the corresponding free Z- 
bases, so it is an isomorphism as desired. 
(ii) Consider the map 0: WJA ® Ts_ 1Wn kA-'~cA given by (y®xl  ®-'" ®xs-1) 0= 
[Y, Xl,.. . ,Xs-1] (ye  WJ A; xi , . . . ,Xs_l  ~ WnkA). An argument similar to (i) showS 
:/ k _+ i that 0 induces a G-map UJm A ® T s_ 1Un A Uc A. Also, similarly to (i) one has in 
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Wit A for w 6 WJmA, Ol , . . .  , os_  l ~ WkA and j = l, 2, ... , s -  2 
[w, o~, . . . ,  oj, vj+ 1, . . . ,  o , _  1] - [w, o l ,  . . . ,  Oj+ l, % . . . ,  o , _  l] 
=[[w,...,vj_ll,[vj, vj+l],...,o~_~]~ Wi+IA. 
So our G-homomorphism factors through UJmA®~s_lUknA. The elements 
w®(Ol o ... o Us - 1), where w, ol, ..., Us_ 1 are basic commutators with t(w) = WJm, 
t(Ol)='"=t(Os_l)=wk# and ol<_o2<...<vs_l, form a free Z-basis of UJA® 
~s_IU~A. On the other hand, by Corollary 3.3, the factor Uic A is as a Z-module 
freely generated by all basic commutators of type w/, i.e. by all elements 
[w, 01,..., Os- 1], where w, Vl,..., os_ 1 are basic commutators with t(w) = WJm, 
t(ol)="'=t(Os_l)=w*n and ol<o2<.. .<Vs_l .  Since our G-homomorphism 
UJA®~s_IU~A~U~c A gives a one-one map w®(ol  . . . . .  Vs_l)~[w, vl,...,Os_~l 
of the free Z-bases, it is an isomorphism and this completes the proof of Lemma 
3.4. [] 
Combining the above established isomorphism Lr~cA--~cA (c=2, 3, ...) and 
Lemma 3.4 we can state 
Corollary 3.5. Every factor UiA (i=O, 1, . . . ,N  c) o f  the type series o f  ~cA (c>2) 
can be obtained f rom A by using (repeatedly) the operations ®, ~k  and ~t for  
suitable integers k, 1<_ c. 
3.2. Embeddings into tensor powers 
Recall that ?'cA is an Sc-module and denote by F c the sum of all elements z e Sc 
in the integral group ring ZSc, i.e. F c = ~s~ z. It is well known that the mapping 
al ° a2 ° ... o ac~(al ®a2®.. .®ac)Fc (al,a2, . . . ,ac~A) 
defines an embedding v~:~ : ~c A --, TcA. On the other hand, there is the canonical 
epimorphism Q~:u4 "TcA ~ ~cA defined by (al ® a2 ®. ' .  ® ac) ~ al o a2 o... o ac. The 
composite v~Q~ is obviously {C!}~A. Hence, (~c A, TcA, v~:,4) is a c!-pair with 
c!-pair hornormophism Q~A. In this subsection we obtain similar embeddings of 
~cA, ~ft~cA and Uic A into TcA. 
The restriction of the inclusion mapping v~: 9.A ~ TA to the cth homogeneous 
component ~c A defines an embedding v~.~cA-- ,  ?'cA. In order to get a more 
detailed description of this embedding we examine a special element f~ c in the 
integral group ring ZSc (see [14, Chapter 5.9]). Put ~21 = 1 and, for c> 1, 
£2 e =(1 -(1,2))(1 -(1,2,3))--. (1 -(1,2, ..., c)). 
A simple induction shows, that for al, . . . ,ac~A one has 
[a l ,  . . . ,  aclV~A = (al ®'"  ® aJ~c. (3.1) 
Hence, the embedding v~4 is completely defined by (3.1) and, in particular, we get 
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~cAV~=Imv~ = TcAl2c. On the other hand, there is a canonical G-module 
epimorphism O~A" TcA -" ~cA defined by a~ ®.. .  ® a c~ [al,..., ac]. By Wever's 
theorem (see [14, Chapter 5, Theorem 5.16]) it follows that 
[a  1' , c c Q c . . . ,  ... ac]V~Ae~=(a~®...®ac) ce~=c[a~, ac]. 
Therefore, we can state 
Lemma 3,6. For any c>2, (~cA, TcA, v~4) is a c-pair with c-pair homomorphism 
pc 
~A" 
Now let Sic '2 c_ S c be the stabilizer of {1,2} in Sc, i.e. S 1 '2  - -  {r6Sc: l r=  1,2r=2}. 
Denote by F~ '2 the sum of all elements from Sc L2 in ZSc:FcL2= ~ reZSc, where 
the sum runs over all elements from Sc L2. We claim that the mapping 
[al, ... , at] -~ (al ®...  ® ac)t2cFc 1'2 (3.2) 
defines a G-module homomorphism v~4:~J~c A - '  TcA. First of all we note that 
(3.2) defines a homomorphism ~cA -~ TcA. Indeed, this is simply the composite of 
V~A and the G-endomorphism of TeA defined by m-~ m[ "1'2 (m ~ TcA). Now, to 
verify that this homomorphism factors through ~c A we have to show that for 
WclA c_ ~cA, the kernel of the canonical homomorphism ¢c :~cA ~ ~leA, one has 
WcIAV~AFcI'2=O. Therefore, recall that WcIA is generated by commutators [u,o] 
with u ~ ~jA, o ~ ~kA, j + k = c and j _> k >_ 2. Without loss o f  generality we can 
assume that u = [al, . . . ,  ay], o = [bl, . . . ,  bk] (al, ..., ay, b l , . . . ,  bk ~ A). Then we get 
i n ,  - ® - ® 
= (a] ® ...® aj)f2j® (b1® "" ® bk)i2k- (bl ®'"  ® bk)f2k ® (a1®"'®ay)Qj 
=ml(1 - ( j+  1,.. . ,c))+m2(1-(k+ 1,...,c)) 
for some ml, m2~ TcA. Since j, k>2,  the cycles ( j+  1, ..., c), (k+ 1, ..., c) are inthe 
stabilizer Sc 1' 2. Consequently, we have (1 - ( j  + 1, ..., c))Fc L 2 = (1 - (k + 1, ..., c))Fcl'2 = 
0 and this means WclAv~ Fc ~'2= 0 as desired. 
Let #~ denote the canonical homomorphism TcA~fftcA defined by 
al ® ... ®ac~ [al, ... ,ac], i.e. O~ =~o~¢~c. 
Lemma 3.7. For any c>2, (~2c A, TcA, v~j~A) is a c(c-2)!-pair with c(c-2)!-pa/r 
homomorphism O~r~. 
Proof.  We have to show that the composite c c vat.Lotto4 is the c (c -  2)! th multiple map 
on ~cA.  In view of (2.5), for any m e ToA one has mFcl'2LO~A =(C--2)!me[~A. This 
and Lemma 3.6 imply that for al,..., ac ~ A one has 
[al, ... , ac ]V~e~ =(al ®-"  ® ac)t~cF~'20~A 
=(c-  2)). (a, ®.-. ® ac)t  o  A 
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as desired. [] 
- ( c -  2)![al, c c - ..., ac]V~Og4Oc 
= c(c-  2)! [a l ,  . . .  , ac] 
Note that V~A is an embedding. Indeed, since A is a Z-free G-module, Yl~cA is 
a free abelian group• Consequently, the c(c-2)!th multiple map on YfRcA is injec- 
tive and this implies, in view of Lemma 3.7, the injectivity of v~.  At the end of 
this subsection we prove 
Lemma 3.8. For any pair o f  integers c, i (c>4, 1 <_i<Nc) there is a homomorphism 
VcV, i A Uic A-~ TcA such that (UcA , TcA , c • VU, i,A) is an m-pair for  some m=m(c,i)  
dividing a certain power of  (c-2)!.  
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.4 and the following obvious facts: 
(i) If (Bj, TcjA, aj), j=  1, . . . ,r,  are m j-pairs with m j-pair homorphisms flj, 
then (Bl ~ "" ~ Br, Tc~ + ... + crA, ~ ) is an r~-pair, where (t = cq ® a2 ® "" ® ar, r~ = 
mime--" m 2 and the m-pair homomorphism/~ is defined by B=fll  ® ... Gilt. 
(ii) If (B, T,A,a) is an m-pair with m-pair homomorphism ,6, then, for any 
positive integer s, (~sB, Ts, A , 5) is an r~-pair, where r~ =s! m s, ~ is the composite 
of v~B'~sB ~ TsB and aS'TsB ~ TsnA and the r~-pair homomorphism ~ is the 
composite of fls and O~B. 
(iii) Let (B, TnA, a) be as in (ii), then, for any positive integer s, (~sB, TsnA, 60 
is an rh-pair, where ~=s(s -2 ) !m s, ~ is the composite of v~s "~sB-~TsB and 
as: TsB ~ Ts, A and the m-pair homomorphism ]~ is the composite of fls and O~B- 
Indeed, by Lemma 3.4, we have either 
Or 
UicA---!ff~sUJ A (c=sm) (3.3) 
UiA=UJA~s_  k 1U~A (c=m+(s-1)n) .  (3.4) 
By Lemma 3.7, for any integer t_>2 we have a t(t-2)!-pair (~)'~t A ,  TtA, v~4). 
Hence, using (3.3), (3.4) and (i)-(iii) we perform an induction and this completes 
the proof of the lemma. [] 
3.3. ~cA for extensions of  G-modules 
Let A be a G-module extension 
O~B~A-~C~O,  (3.5) 
where B and C are Z-free G-modules. Note that (3.5) splits as a Z-module extension. 
Let ~ be a Z-free basis of B, f~ a free Z-basis of C. Then the union o4 = ~ O ~' 
is a Z-free basis of A. We assume o4 to be totally ordered in such a way that for 
all b e ~ and c e ~' one has b< c. Consider the symmetric power ~cA. The 
elements 
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bl o b2 o... o bk o Cl o c2 o...  occ - k, (3.6) 
where b ie ,~,  bl<b2<_...<bk, cj~ ~, Cl<_c2<...<_Cc_k, O<_k<.c, form a free Z. 
basis for ~cA.  Denote by Dk (0 <_ k <_ c) the Z-submodule of ~A generated by all 
elements (3.6) with fixed k. It is well known that ~c A decomposes as a Z-module 
into the direct sum ~cA = Do ~ DI ~" .  O)D~ and that there are Z-module isomor. 
phisms Dk~- -~kB~c_kC.  The Z-direct summands vckA=Dk(~Dk+l(~'..(~jOc 
are clearly G-submodules of ~c A.  Hence, in ~cA there is a chain of G-submodules 
~cA = Vc°A D_ VclA D ... D_ VC-'A D_ VcCA =~c B 
and for the factors VckA/Vc k+ IA (k = O, 1,..., c) one has 
VckA/Vc k + 1 A _~ ~k B ® ~c_kC. 
In particular, V°A/Vc IA=~c C and, consequently, VcIA 
(3.7) 
is the kernel of the 
canonical epimorphism ~cA-- '  ~cC, which is induced by the epimorphism A-~C 
from (3.5): 
V~A = Ker(~cA "*~cC). (3.8) 
The aim of this subsection is to obtain for ~cA a submodule series similar to 
(3.7). Therefore, we prove 
Lemma 3.9. Let an exact sequence (3.5) and an integer c >_ 2 be given. Then SeA 
posseses a submodule series 
2)~eA = Ao D_ A I D_ ... D_ Ac = ~I~cB 
Ao/A I=~c C, 
A I /A2~C(~ Vcl_lA, 
Ak /Ak  + l =~kB(~ ~c-kC ,  
such that 
k= 2, 3, ..., c -  1. 
(3.9) 
(3.1o) 
(3.11) 
Proof. The G-module ~fftrA has a free Z-basis consisting of all left-normed bask 
commutators of weight c defined over the free Z-basis of A with respect to the total 
ordering introduced above. Hence, ~O'tcA decomposes (over Z) into the direct sum 
~I~cA=Eot~EI (~. . .~Ec_2~E~t~E~(~) . . .~Ec_2~E" ,  (3.12) 
where Ek (0_< k_< c-2) is generated by all basic commutators 
[bl, ..., bc-k, Cl, ..., Ck] (3.13) 
with bi ~ ~,  cj e ~, bl > b2 < "" <- bc_k, Cl < "" <-- Ck, E~ (0-<k-<c-2) is generated 
by all basic commutators 
[Co, bl, b2, ..., bc-k- l, Cl, ..., ck] (3.14) 
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~th b~ < I:)2 <""  <- bc_ k-  ~ , C] <. . .  < Ck and E n is generated by all basic commutators 
[cl,C2, ... ,Cc] with Cl >c2_< . . .<c  c. In particular, we have Eo--_~cB and E~=~c C. 
Now put 
=Eo@E  @...@Ec_2, 
Ak=EoO)" '~Ec_k ,  k=2,3 , . . . , c ,  
and Ao = ~C/~cA. Note that A c = ~Rc B (more l~recisely, the canonical image of ~cB 
in ~cA)  • Using the fact that B is a G-submodule and the relations (2.3)-(2.5) it is 
easy to see that the Ak form a submodule series. Therefore, it remains to verify 
(3.9)-(3.11). Obviously, Al coincides with the kernel of the canonical homomor- 
phism ~cA ~ ~cC induced by the epimorphism A--* C. This proves (3.9). 
Let k_> 2 and consider the G-module homomorphism 0: TkB ® T c_ kA --" ~Ct~cA 
given by (bl ® --- ® bk ® al ®. . .  ® ac-k)O = [bl, ... , bk, al, ..., ac-k]. Obviously, the 
image of 0 coincides with Ak. Moreover, it is easy to see that 0 induces a G- 
homomorphism Tk B ® T c_ k C -* A k /A  k- I. In view of the relations (2.3)-(2.5) this 
factors through ~kB®~c_kC.  The latter is a free Z-module and the elements 
[bl,b2, ...,bk] ®(cl  o ... ° Cc_k) with bl > b2 <...  <_bk, Cl <_... <_Cc_k (b i t  ~ ,c j~  ~)  
form a free 7/-basis. Since our G-homomorphism ~kB ® ~c-  k C--* A k /A  k + 1 gives 
a one-one mapping [bl, ..., bk] ® (Cl o... o Cc-k) ~ [bl, ..., bk, c l , . . . ,  Cc_k] of this Z- 
basis onto the free Z-basis of Ek=Ak/Ak+ I, it is an isomorphism and this proves 
(3.11). 
Now it remains to verify (3.10). Therefore recall that AI /A  2 has a free Z-basis 
comisting of all basic commutators (3.14), k = 1, 2, ..., c -  2. On the other hand, the 
elements Co®(blo . . .Obc_k_ lOc lo . . .OCk)  with bl<_...<_bc_k_l, Cl<...<<Ck ' 
O<_k<_c-2, form a free Z-basis of C®Vc~_~A. Hence, the mapping 
C0(~) (b l  o . . .  Obc_k_l oc l  o . . .  ock)~[co, b~, . . . ,bc-k-~,c~, ...,Ck] 
dr'rues a Z,isomorphism C® V~c_ ~A --)A~/A 2. To verify that this is, in fact, a G- 
isomorphism it is sufficient o show that the relations 
[co, b l ,  . . .  , b i ,  bi+ l ,  . . .  , bc_k_  l ,  Cl, . . .  , Ck] 
- -  [Co' b l '  " " '  bi+ l, bi, "", bc-k-1,  cl, ..., Ck] = 0 ,  (3.15) 
[Co, bl, ..., be-k-  l, Ci, ... ,  Cj, cj + l, ..., Ck] 
-- [Co, bl, ..., bc -k -  l, cj, ..., cj+ 1, cj, ..., Ck] = O. (3.16) 
where 1 <_i<c-k -1 ,  1 <- j<k,  O<k<_c-2 ,  hold in AI /A2 .  In view of (2.5) this is 
dearly the case for (3.16) and also for (3.15) if i > 1. So it remains to consider (3.15) 
with i= 1. But in this case we have by (2.4) and (2.3) 
[co, bl,b2, . . .  ] - [Co, b2, bl, . . .  ] = [b2,  b l ,  Co, . . .  ] EA 2. 
Thus, the above defined mapping defines a G-module isomorphism and this com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. [] 
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Lemma 3.9 gives, in particular, a submodule series for ~)lcZG (the group ring 
2~G is, in view of the augmentation sequence, an extension of 1(3 by Z). However~ 
for our purposes it will be useful to have another submodule series for ~cZG.  For 
let ~ be a free Z-basis of IG. Then 6 t LJ { 1 } is a free Z-basis for ZG. Assume this 
basis to be totally ordered in such a way that 1 is the minimal element (1 < d for 
all d e J ) .  Then ~cZG,  considered as a Z-module, decomposes into the direct stun 
~.]~l c Z G = Ko (~ K I O) . . . O) Kc _ 1 , 
where Kj (0_<j_< c -2 )  is the subgroup of ¢.)211cZG generated by all basic commutators 
[do, l, 1 , . . . ,1 ,d l ,d2 , . . . ,d j I ,  d ie , : ,  d1<-'"<-dj, 
and Kc_ ~ is generated by all basic commutators 
[dl ,dz, . . . ,dc],  d l>d2<'"<dc  • 
Lenuna 3.10. The homogeneous component ~D2cZG possesses a submodule series 
~.I)2cZG = Ao ~_ A I  ~_ At -  1 = ~11clG such that 
Ao /A  1 = IG, 
Ak /Ak+I=IG®~klG,  k= 1,2, . . . ,c -2 .  
Proof. Put Ak=Kk~Kk+ l ~ ... O)Kc- l ,  then the lemma follows immediately by 
arguments imilar to those of the proof of Lemma 3.9. [] 
3.4. Lie rings on free G-modules 
In this subsection we prove 
Theorem 3.11. Let  G be a group without c-torsion, A a f ree G-module. Then ~deA, 
~llcA and UicA (i = 1,. . . ,  N c) are f ree G-modules. 
We start with an examination of the G-action on ~cA.  Let ~r be a free IT- 
basis of A. Then the elements eig (ei e~r, ge  G) form a free Z-basis of A. Assume 
this Z-basis to be totally ordered in an arbitrary way. Then the set at/= 
{elgl o e2g2 o. . .  o ecgc: elgl <-"" <-- ecgc} is a free Z-basis of ~cA.  Note that for any 
mer le ,  g e G we have mg e J¢. 
Lemma 3.12. The group G acts freely on the set de. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that the G-action is not free. Then there is an d~ 
ment m=elg loeag2o. . .oecgced¢ such that mg=m for some geG (g~:l), i.¢. 
elglg o ... o ecgcg = elgl o ... o ecgc. The element g acts on the basis elements of A as 
a product of cycles, all of length d= (order of g). If g fixes the monomial m of 
degree c in these basis elements, then, as all variables involved in a particular cyek 
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must have the same degree, we obtain d[c. But this contradicts the condition that 
6 has no c-torsion and the lemma is proved. [] 
As an obvious consequence of Lemma 3.12 we state 
Corollary 3.13. Let G be a group without c-torsion, A a free G-module. Then ~cA 
is a free G-module. 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. We prove the theorem for ~cA. The proof for YD~cA and 
U~A is similar. Let m = elgl o ... o ecgc e ,~  and consider the Z-submodule ~cmA of 
~cA, which is generated by all left-normed commutators [elrglr, ... ,ecrgcr], ~ Sc, 
i.e. by all left-normed commutators of weight c involving precisely the entries of m, 
counting multiplicities. It is clear that ~A has a free Z-basis consisting of all basic 
commutators of weight c involving precisely these entries. Note that for any g ~ G 
one has (~cmA)g= ~cmgA. Since g acts as an automorphism, it maps the free Z-basis 
of ~c A onto a free Z-basis of ~mgA. By Lemma 3.12, G acts freely on the set ~ .  
Hence, the elements {u~ m: i ~ Jm, m e I}, where I _ ~¢/is a set of representatives of 
the G-orbits on ¢~' and {U~m: i~Jm} is a free Z-basis of ~mA, form a free G-basis 
of ~c A and the theorem follows. [] 
4. Homology I 
4.1. k-cokernels o f  the trivial G-module Z 
Let k be a positive integer. A G-module A is called a k-cokernel of the trivial G- 
module Z (or simply a k-cokernel) if there is an exact sequence 
a0 al ~k- 1 Y 
0*-Z'  P0' " PI ~-''" ' Pk - l '  A~-0, (4.1) 
where all Pi (i=O, 1, . . . , k -1 )  are free G-modules. The sequence (4.1) will be re- 
ferred to as the cokernel sequence for A. It follows from the definition that k- 
cokernels are Z-free. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a k-cokernel with cokernel sequence (4.1), D a Z-free G- 
module. Then, fo r  any n>_l, TornC(A ®D,Z)-=Torn°+k(D,Z). 
Proof. Induction on k. Let k = 1 and consider the cokernel sequence tensored by D 
(over Z) 
O--,A @D~Po®D-- ,  Z®D.--,O. (4.2) 
Since Po®D is a free G-module, the long exact Tor-sequence for (4.2) yields for 
all n_>l that Tor~(A ®D,Z)=TornO+I(D,Z) and this proves the lemma for k= 1. 
Now let k > 1. From the cokernel sequence for A we obtain the exact sequence 
0~A ~Pk_1 ~Im 8k_l--*0, (4.3) 
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where Im 8k-I is dearly a (k-l)-cokernel. Hence, from the long exact Tot. 
sequence for (4.3) tensored by D and the induction hypothesis, we get for any n~l 
Tor~(A®D,Z)=Tor~+I(ImOk_I®D,Z)=Tor°+k(D,Z). [] 
By a repeated use of Lemma 4.1 one can easily get 
Corollary 4.2. Let A i (i = 1,..., s) be ki-cokernels, D a Z-free G-module. Then, for 
any positive integer n, 
Tor~O(A 1 ®A2® --- ®As® D, Z)= Tor~+ k, + t2 +... + t,(D, Z). 
In particular, for AI=A2=. . .=As=A and k l=k2=. . .=ks=k one has 
Tor°n(T,A®D,Z)=Tor°+sk(D,Z). The augmentation sequence is a l-coketnd 
sequence for IG. Hence, we can state 
Comillary 4.3. For any Z-free G-module D and arbitrary integers n>_ 1, c > 0 one hos 
TOrCn(TclG®D,Z)= Torca+ n(D, Z). 
Now let A be a k-cokernel with cokernel sequence (4.1), c a positive integer. The 
embedding y: A --* Pk- 1 induces an embedding yc: TEA--' TcPk- t- Let D be a Z-free 
G-module and consider the canonical homomorphism 
(),c ® 1)® 1 :(TEA ®D)®6 Z--,(TcPk_I ®D)®a 7/. (4.4) 
Prolmsitioa 4.4. The kernel o f  the canonical homomorphism (4.4)/s Tor°c(D,/). 
Proof. The commutative triangle 
(TcPk- I®D)®oZ 
(TcA®D)®oZ ) (Pk- l® Tc - IA®D)®o Z 
defines a decomposition of the homomorphism (4.4). The lemma will be proved 
once we show that in (4.5) the vertical map (1 ® ~,c-l® 1)® 1 is injective and the 
horizontal map (y® lC- l® 1)® 1 has kernel Tor~c(D, 7). In view of the exact s~ 
quence 0-~ A ~ Pk- ~ ~ Im 8k- l ~ 0 one has an exact sequence 
O~TcA@D-~pk_I@Tc_IA@D-- , ImOk_I@Tc_IA@D-- ,O.  (4.6) 
The long exact Tor-sequence for (4.6) implies that the kernel of the horizontal map 
in (4.5) is Tor~(Im 8k- 1 (~) Tc- 1A ®D, Z). Since Im 0t_ l is a (k -  1)-cokernel andA 
is a k-cokernel we get by Corollary 4.2 that the latter is Tor~c(D, Z) as desired. 
Concerning the vertical map we consider the exact sequence 
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O~ Tc-lA ~ Tc_lPk_l-" Tc_,Pk_l/Tc_lA ~O. (4.7) 
It is easy to see that the quotient T c_ i Pk- l/Tc_ l A is a Z-free G-module. Tensoring 
(4.7) with Pk- 1 and D we get the exact sequence O"* P k_ 1 • Tc- 1A ® D'-, TeP k_ 1 ® D~ 
pt_l~(Tc-lPk-l/Tc_lA)®D~O. Since Pk_I®(Tc_IPk_1/Tc_IA)®D is a free G- 
module, this sequence remains exact after tensoring (over G) with Z. This proves 
the injectivity of the vertical map in (4.5) and completes the proof of the pro- 
position. [] 
It should be pointed out that Proposition 4.4 is a slight modification of Thom- 
son's Lemma 8 from [19]. However, our proof is different. 
4.2. The action of  the symmetric group 
The action of the symmetric group S c on TeA induces on the tensor pro- 
duct (TcA®D)®oZ the structure of an Sc-module (if at  TcA, deD,~¢Sc, then 
((a®d)® 1)r=(az®d)® 1). The kernel of the canonical homomorphism (4.4) is 
obviously an Sc-submodule. In this subsection we examine the Sc-action on the 
kernel. 
Proposition 4.5. The action of the symmetric group Sc on 
canonical homomorphism (4.4)/s given by 
mr=(-1)k~+ m, 
the kernel of the 
where r ~ Sc and m ~ Ker((yc® 1) ® 1). 
Before proving the proposition we construct some free resolutions, which will be 
used in the proof. First of all we extend the cokernel sequence (4.1) to a free resolu- 
tion 9~ 1 of the trivial G-module Z 
ao al at_ l at pk <at + z "~1 :Z < PO < Pl ~-''" < Pk-1 < Pk+l*""" 
By construction, the differential 8 k defines an epimorphism a:P  k- ,A such that 
Ker a = Im ak+ 1- Consequently, 
~f Ok+ 1 ak+2 
~2 :A< Pk'  Pk+l < Pk+2*-'"" 
is a free resolution of A. The Ktinneth Theorem implies that the cth tensor power 
Tc~ 2of the chain complex 9~ 2 is a free resolution of TeA 
Tc 2: rcA *- (rc 2)o (re ---, 
where (Tc~2)i=(~pi~®pi2®...®pic is the direct stun of all c-fold tensor pro- 
ducts with entries taken from the free resolution ~ l  such that iq> k (q = 1,..., c) 
and ~,q=l i¢=ck+i if=0, 1,...). In particular, (Tc~2)o =TcP k. 
Return to the cokernel sequence (4.1). By tensoring (4.1) with TjA 
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( j -O ,  1, ..., c -1 )  we obtain exact sequences 
O*- TJA *'- TjA ~Po~- TjA ~P '  ~-"'(-  TjA ~Pk- I  *- TJ+, A*--O, (4.8) 
where the TjA®Ps are free G-modules and the homomorphisms TyA®ps~ 
TjA ® Ps- 1 are defined by 
al®..'®a/®ps  (--1)kJal ®...®aj®psas, 
al,..., aj ~ A, Ps ~ Ps, J = 0, 1, ..., c -  1, s = 0, 1, ..., k -  1 (the coefficient ( -  1) kj is PUt 
in for technical reasons). Combining the exact sequences (4.8) and the free resolu. 
tion Tc~2 we get a free resolution 
~P3 : 7/*-Po*-P1 *-'" *-Pk-1 *'-A ® Po *-A ® PI *-"" 
"'" *- Tj-  IA  ® Pk -  I *- T jA ® Po *-" T jA ® Pl ~'- "°" 
"" *~-" Tc- IA ® Pk -  I *- TcPk *'-(Tc~2)l * ' -  (T¢~2)2  ~'- " ' "  
of the trivial G-module 7/. Here we have for i< ck 
(~3)i-TjA®Ps, i=kj+s (j-O, 1,... ,c-1;s=O, 1, . . . ,k-1)  
and for i~.kc 
( ~3)i = ( Tc~2)i- kc • 
The differentials combining the exact sequences (4.8) are defined by 
..., k(j- 1) al®'"®aj®Po ( -1 )  (PoOo)(al®...®aj_l®ajr) 
(al,. . . ,aj~A, Po~Po) in degree kj ( j= l ,2 , . . . , c -1) ,  whereas the differential in 
degree kc is defined by 
ml ® m2 ® .'. ® mc_ i® mc'-* (- 1) (c- l)k mla® m20t®"" ® mc_ la®me~t 
(ml,...,mc~Pk). 
Return to the free resolution ~1. By the Kfinneth Theorem, the cth tensor power 
Tc~l of the chain complex ~1 is a free resolution of ToT/ 
Tcg~l:TcT/*-" (Tc.~l) o*-- (TcgD1)1 *-(TemPI )2 (--" ---, 
where (Tc,~l)i = (~ Pi, ®Pi2® "'" ®Pie, the direct sum of all c-fold tensor produce 
with entries from the free resolution ~1 such that ~#=zc iq = i. Note that TcZ is a 
trivial G-module isomorphic to 7/. The corresponding isomorphism ~:  TcZ~Z is 
given by k l®. . .®kc ~ [I~=1 kj (kl,...,kc~7/). 
To any transposition z = (1,1 + 1)¢ Sc there is a chain map 
which is, in degree i, defined by 
(Pl ®"" ®Pt®Pt+ l ®"" ®pe)g(z) = ( -  1)i'i'+'pl ®'"  ®Pt+ 1 ®Pl ®"" ®Po 
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where Pq e Piq (q = 1, 2,..., c) (see [3, Chapter 6, §1]). The chain map g(r) induces 
the identical mapping { 1 } : TcZ ~ TcZ. 
Now we construct a chain map f :  Tc~I-~P 3 inducing the isomorphism 
~/:TcZ-~Z. We define f as follows. In dimension kj+s ( j=O, . . . ,c -1;  s= 
0, ..., k -  1) f maps the direct summand TjPk®Ps@ Tc_j_ JPo c_ (Tc~l)kj+s via 
c - j -  1 
ml®'"®mj®Ps®r l®" '®rc - j -1  ~ l-[ (rqao)(mla®'"®myct®ps) 
q=l 
(ml,...,mjePk, PsePs, rl,...,rc_j_l ePo) onto TjA ®Ps=(~3)kj+s , whereas the 
other direct summands of (Tc~l)ky+s are sent to zero. To define the mapping f in 
higher dimensions, we note that for i >_ kc, (~P3)i = (Tc~2)i-kc may be regarded as a 
direct summand of (Tc~l) i. Indeed, every direct summand Pi~®Pi2®...®pic 
(iq>_k, F~ iq=i) of (~3)i (i>kc) also occurs in (Tc~l)i. Now we definef in dimen- 
sion i>_kc simply as the projection of (Tc~Pl)i onto (~P3)i. Thus, the mapping f is 
completely defined. The verification that f is indeed a chain map, i.e. that it com- 
mutes with differentials, is straightforward and will be omitted. 
Now we are able to give the proof of our formulae for the Sc-action on the 
kernel of the canonical homomorphism (4.4). 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. By Proposition 4.4, the kernel of (4.4) is isomorphic 
to Tor~c(D, 70. The Kiinneth Theorem implies that the complex ~3 ®D is a free 
resolution of the Z-free G-module D. Hence, Tor~c(D,70 is isomorphic to the 
kcth homology group of the chain complex (~3 ~) D) @c 7/, i.e. Tor~c(D,Z)= 
Hkc((~3®D)®cZ). Consider this chain complex. In dimension kc and kc - I  
there is a commutative diagram 
..., (Tc_ iA®Pk_l®D)®o7/ , (TePk®D)®cT/ , ... 
(lC- 1 ~)a(~ 1)@ l ~  (otc@ 1)(~ 1 (4.9) 
(TcA ®D)®oZ 
In the proof of Proposition 4.4 it was established that the kernel of (4.4) coincides 
with the kernel of (1 c- 1 ®tt® 1)® 1. Hence, the vertical homomorphism in (4.9) 
dd'mes an isomorphism of Hkc((~3 ®D)®o Z) onto the kernel of (4.4). Note that 
(aC®l)®l is an So-module homomorphism. Consequently, the Sc-action on 
(TeA®D)® o Z is, via (aC® 1)® 1 induced by the similarly defined Sc-action on 
(TePi®D)® o Z. Thus, our proposition will be proved once we show that the ac- 
tion of an element r~Sc on (TcPk®D)®oZ induces on Hkc((~3®D)®c~Z ) an 
automorphism given by 
tr = (-1)ksigrt, teHkc((~3®D)®6Z).  (4.10) 
Itis sufficient o establish (4.10) for z being a transposition (q,q+ 1)~Sc, 1 <_q<c. 
Recall the above defined chain mapf. Clearly, f® 1 : Tc~ l ®D--, 9)3 ®D is a chain 
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map inducing the isomorphism ~,® 1.TcZ®D~Z®D.  It follows that the chai~ 
map 
( f® 1)® 1 : (Tc~ l ®D)® oZ-*(~3 ®D)®oZ 
induces an isomorphism of the homology 
H(( f® 1)® 1): H((Tc,~ 1®D)®oZ)--,  H((,.~'3 ® D) ®G Z)" 
On the other hand, for any z= (q, q + 1)e St we have the chain map g(r). Hence, 
g(r) ® 1" Tc~ 1 ® D--* Tc~ l ® D is a chain map inducing in dimension 0 the identical 
mapping TcZ®D~ TcZ®D. It follows that the chain map 
(g (0® 1)® 1 : (Tc,-~i~l ®D)®G 7/"-~ (Tct~il~ 1 ®D)  ®G Z 
induces the identical isomorphism of the homology. 
In dimension kc, the chain map f maps the direct summand TcPk ~ (Te~l) ~ 
isomorphically onto TcPk=(~3)kc , whereas the remaining direct summands of 
(Tc~l)kc are sent to zero. It follows that, in dimension kc, the chain maps g(r), 
f and the module action of the transposition z on TcP k are related by Jr= 
(-1)~g(r)f. Consequently (k2= k (mod 2)), one has in dimension kc 
( f z® 1)® 1 = ( -  1)k(g('r)f® 1)® 1. 
Applying the homology functor to (4.11) we get 
H(( f® 1)® l)r = ( -  1)kH((g(z') ® 1)® 1)H((f® 1)® 1). 
(4.11) 
Since H(( f® 1)® 1) is an isomorphism and H((g(0 ® 1)® 1) is the identical map- 
ping, it follows that for any teHkc((~3®D)®oZ ) we have tr=(-1)kt, 
z = (q, q + 1) e Sc. Consequently, (4.10) holds and this completes the proof of Pro- 
position 4.5. [] 
4.3. The functor Tor and m-pairs 
In this subsection we study the abelian groups Tor~(A, L0, k = 0, 1, 2,..., for G- 
modules A possessing an m-pair (A, B, a). Our first lemma, although trivial, shows 
in what way torsion emerges in the Toil. 
Lemma 4.6. Let (A, B, a) be an m-pair. Then the kernel of  the canonical homomor- 
phism a ® 1" A Go Z--* B ®a Z is a group of  period m. 
Proof. Let,8 be the m-pair homomorphism for (A, B, a). Then, if a e Ker(a ® 1), one 
has a(a]~® 1)= ma = 0 and the lemma follows. [] 
If the second module in an m-pair is free, we can say more. 
Lelmna 4.7. Let (C, E, a') be an m-pair such that E is a free G-module and a' is i~ 
jective. Then 
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O) CGG 7/is the direct sum of a free abelian group and a group of  period m, 
(ii) for all k_> 1, Tor°(C, Z) is a group of  period m. 
proof. (i) Consider the canonical homomorphism a'G 1 : C Go 7/--, E Go 7/. Since 
E is free, EGG T~ is free abelian. Hence, CGGZ= Im(ct'G 1)(_~)Ker(a'G 1), where 
Im(a'G 1) is free abelian and Ker(a'G 1) is, by Lemma 4.6, a group of period m. 
(ii) Let fl' be the m-pair homomorphism for (C, E, a'). Since a'  is injective, we 
have a short exact sequence 
~t 
O--+C ,E~E/C--*O. (4.12) 
The long exact Tor sequence for (4.12) implies 
Tor G (C, 7/) = TOrkG+ I(E/C, 7/) (4.13) 
for all k_> 1. On the other hand, by tensoring (4.12) with TkIG, we get the exact se- 
quence 
a'®l 
O--,CG TkIG ,EG TkIG-,E/CG TklG--,O. (4.14) 
Since EGTkIG is G-free, the long exact Tor sequence for (4.14) yields that the 
kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
(a '® 1)® 1 : (CG TkIG)GG7/-+(EG TkIG)GG~' (4.15) 
is TorG(E/CG TkIG,7/). Since (CG TklG, EG TklG, a'G 1) is an m-pair ( f ig  1 is 
the corresponding m-pair homomorphism), it follows by Lemma 4.6 that the 
kernel of (4.15) is a group of period m. Finally, by Corollary 4.3, we have 
TorG(E/CG TklG ,7/) = TorO+ 1 (E/C, 7/) and this, in combination with (4.13), com- 
pletes the proof of (ii). [] 
Now we consider the following situation: Given a commutative square 
7 B ,E  
I l 6 
A ,C  
(4.16) 
of G-modules and the corresponding commutative square 
B~)GZ 
a®l[ 
..,4 ®G Z.  
y®] 
6®] 
'E~GZ 
a'®l  
' C®GZ 
(4.17) 
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of abelian groups. Let H be another multiplicatively written group and suppose that 
B has, in addition to its G-module structure, the structure of a H-module such that 
the G-action and the H-action centralize one another, i.e. B is a G ×H-module. 
Then the tensor product B Go 7/may be regarded as a H-module with action defi~: 
ed by (aG1)h=ahG1,  a~B, h~H. 
Lemma 4.8. Given a commutative square of G-modules (4.16) such that the follow. 
ing conditions hold: 
(i) (A, B, a) is an m-pair with m-pair homomorphism fl, 
(ii) E is a free G-module, 
(iii) there is an element £2 e ZH and a positive integer n such that 
(a) alg=nafor all aeKer(yG 1), 
(b) BI2 c_ Ker ft. 
Then AGc, Z is the direct sum of  a free abelian group and a group of  period nm. 
The torsion subgroup is the kernel of  the diagonal in (4.17). 
Proof. Since EGo 7/is free abelian, it follows that 
A Go 7/= Im(ay G 1) ~ Ker(ay ® 1), 
where Im(ayG 1) is free abelian. Let aeKer(ayG 1), i.e. a(aG l)¢Ker(y®l). 
Then we have in view of (iii.a) a(aG 1)~2=na(aG 1). This and (i) yiel d 
a(a G 1)lg(flG 1) = na(afl G 1) = (nm)a. 
On the other hand, (iii.b) implies 
a(aG 1)t2(I~G 1)=0. 
Thus, a~Ker(ayG 1) yields (nm)a=O and this completes the proof. [] 
Since Ker(t~ G 1) is a subgroup of Ker(a), G 1) we can state 
Corollary 4.9. Under the conditions of  Lemma 4.8, the kernel o f  ~G 1 is a group 
of  period nm. 
Recall that, given a G × H-module B and a G-module D, the tensor product 
(B®D) ®o Z possesses a H-module structure given by ((a®d)® 1)h = (ah®d)®l, 
aeB, d~D, h ~H. In the following lemma we have this situation with D=~IO 
(i=0, 1,2, ...): 
Lemma 4.10. Given a commutative square (4.16) of  G-modules such that the folios ~ 
ing conditions hold: 
(i) (A, B, a) and (C, E, a') are m-pairs, 
(fi) E is a free G-module and a' is injective, 
(iii) d is injective, i.e. there is an exact sequence 
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J 
O-+A,, ,C-+C/A-+O, (4.18) 
(iv) there is an alement ~ e ZH and a positive integer n such that 
(a) for  every non-negative integer i and for any element a in the kernel of the 
canonical homomorphism 
(y® 1)® 1 :(B® TJG)®c 2:-*(E® TJG) ®c 2: 
one has a12 = na, 
(b) BI2 (2._ Ker j~, where fl is the m-pair homomorphism for (A, B, ct). 
Then, for  every positive integer k, Tor~(C/A,2:) is a group of  period m2n and 
Tor~(A,2:) is a group of  period m3n. 
proof. In view of (i), (ii) and (iv), the commutative square (4.16) tensored by TklG 
satisfies all conditions of Lemma 4.8. Hence, by Corollary 4.9, the kernel of the 
canonical homomorphism (J ® 1) ® 1 : (A ® TkIG) ®c Z-* (C® TklG) ®~ 2: is a 
group of period nm. Consider the long exact Tor-sequence for (4.18) tensored with 
TjG: 
• ..-, Tore(C® TkIG,2:)--, Tor~(C/A ® TJG,2:)-,(A ® TEIG)®G2:-'"" 
(4.19) 
By Corollary 4.3 we have 
Tor~°(C® TEIG, Z)= Tor~+ l(C, 2:). (4.20) 
In view of (i), (ii), Tor~+ l(C, 2:) is, by Lemma 4.7(ii), a group of period m for all 
k>0. Consequently, (4.20) and the exactness of (4.19) imply that Tor~+ I(C/A,Z) 
is an extension of a group of period m by a group of period nm. This means that 
Tortk+l(C/A, 2:) is a group of period m2n (k > 0). 
Our claim concerning TorkG(A, 2:) follows immediately from the long exact Tor- 
S~luence for (4.18). [] 
4.4. The functor Tor and submodule series 
Let A be a G-module possessing a submodule series 
A =AoD_A l D_A2 D_ ... D_AsD_As+ l =0 (4.21) 
and put Ki=Ai/Ai+l (j=O, 1, ...,s). In this subsection we establish a certain con- 
nection between Tork~(A, g)(c) and Tor~(Ki,7/)(c), which will be useful later. 
Iammm 4.11. Let k,c be freed positive integers (c_>2), A a G-module possessing a 
submodule series (4.21) such that the following conditions hold for all i (1 <_i<_s): 
(i) Tor~(Ki, Z) is periodic and Tortk (Ki, Z)(c)=O, 
(ii) Tor~_ l(Ki, Z)(c)=O. 
Then Tor~(A, Z)(c) = Tor~(K0, Z)(c). 
Proof. Put Bj=A/Ay+I ( j=  0, ... , s). Then, from (4.21) we obtain the following 
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system of exact sequences: 
O--*Kj--*Bj--*Bj_I"*O ( j= 1,2,...,s). 
Note that Bs = A. Consider the long exact Tor-sequence for the first of these se. 
quences (i.e. for j= 1, where Bo=Ko) 
• -- --, Tor~ (Kl, Z)-+ Tor~ (B l , Z)-, Tor~ (Ko, 7/)-" Tor~_ ,(K l, 7/) -,-... 
We claim that the restriction of the canonical homomorphism Tor~(Bi,Z).., 
Tor~(Ko,7/) to Tor~(Bt,7/)(c) is an isomorphism Tor°k(B~,7/Xc)~Tor~(KoZ)(c)" 
Indeed, since TorkO(Kl 7/) is periodic and has no c-torsion, its image in Tor~(Bi,Z) 
intersects trivially with TorkO(Bl, Z)(c). Hence, the restriction is injective. On the 
other hand, since Tor~_l(Ki,7/) has no c-torsion, the restriction is surjective. 
Exactly the same argument, applied to the long exact Tor-sequence for 0--,K2-, 
B2-' BI --' 0 shows that Tor~(B2, Z)(c) = TorkO(Bl, 7/)(c). Continuing this way, after a 
finite number of steps, we get the desired isomorphism. [] 
5. Group theory I 
5.1. The basic isomorphism 
Now we proceed to ,our actual concern, namely, to study the quotient 
~,,R/[),cR, F]. As was mentioned in the introduction, we will use the following 
result: 
Proposition 5.1 (Baumslag et al. [2]). There is an isomorphism ycR/[YcR, F]= 
~cM @6 7/. 
Proof. The normal subgroup R is free by Schreier's theorem. This implies that Gr R, 
the Lie ring on the group R, is the free Lie ring on the free abefian group M=R/R' 
(see [15, Chapter 4]). Hence, in degree c, we have an isomorphism of abefian groul~ 
ycR/yc+ IR : ~c M, which is defined by the mapping [gl, ... , gc]?c+ 1R-' [al, ..., ac], 
where gi~R, a i=giR'eM (i=l,... ,c). Moreover, it is easy to see that this l- 
isomorphism is compatible with the canonical G-action on ycR/yc+lR and P.,.M 
respectively, i.e. it is an isomorphism of G-modules. Now, in view of the canonical 
isomorphism (ycR/yc+lR)®oZ=ycR/[ycR, F], it follows that the mapping 
Lgl,...,gc][ycR, F]-'[al,...,ac] ® 1 (gi and ai as above) extends to an isomorphism 
ycR/[ycR, F]:~.cM®c 7/and this completes the proof of the proposition. [] 
From now on  we identify ycR/[ycR, F] and ~cM®oZ. 
5.2. Theorem 1.1 
In this subsection we will give the proof of Theorem I. 1. As was done in [2], 
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~ve use the embedding of 9..M into the universal enveloping ring TM and the 
Magnus embedding 1~, mapping M injectively into the free G-module P, to get the 
desired information on ~cM®oT/. On the one hand, we have the embeddings 
v~: ~cM" TcM and V~p: ~cP--) ToP (see Subsection 3.2). On the other hand, the 
Magnus embedding /~ induces embeddings /~c: TcM_,TcP and /a c :~cM--,~cP. 
Hence, we have the following commutative squares: 
TcM 'TcP "°-I l" 
~e 
~cM ' P.cP 
TcM® o Z 
~.cM ® a Z 
lzc® 1 
]z~®1 
• T P®aZ 
I vY® l (5. la,b) 
which will be exploited to prove 
Theorem 1,1. For any integer c>_2, ),cR/[YcR , F] decomposes into the direct pro- 
duct of a free abelian group and a periodic abelian group. I f  c >_ 3, the exponent of  
the torsion subgroup divides c. For c= 2, the exponent of  the torsion subgroup 
divides 4. 
Proof. We will apply Lemma 4.8 to the diagram (5. l a) by setting H= So. Since 
(~cM, Tc M, v~)  is a c-pair (Lemma 3.6) and TcP is a free G-module, we have to 
fmd a suitable element 19 e gSc. Therefore, we note that M is a 2-cokernel with 
cokernel sequence O'-*M~P-*ZG--*Z-*O, which may be obtained by combining 
the relation and the augmentation sequences. Hence; by Proposition 4.5, the sym- 
metric group Sc acts trivially on Ker(uC® 1). 
Case 1 (c=2). Put 19= 1 +(1,2). Since $2 acts trivially on Ker(~2® 1), we have 
af2= 2a for all a ~ Ker~2® 1). On the other hand, because of the anticommutativi- 
ty law in ~2M ([al,a2]+[a2,al]=O), we have TcM19gKero~ (O~w is the 2-pair 
homomorphism for (~2M, TzM, v~)).  Consequently, by Lemma 4.8, ~cM®o g is 
the direct sum of a free abelian group and a torsion group, which is a group of 
period 4. 
Case 2 (c~ 3). In view of the anticommutativity law in P.M we have TcM(I + (1, 2)) c_ 
Ker 0~.  On the other hand, the Jacobi identity ields TcM(I + (1, 2, 3) + (1, 2, 3) 2) 
Ker 0~.  Now we put 19 = 1 + (1, 2, 3) + (1, 2, 3) 2 -  (1 + (1, 2)) = (1, 2, 3) + (1, 2, 3) 2 + (1, 2). 
Since Sc acts trivially on Ker(aC® 1) we have a19=a for all a¢ Ker~C® 1). Hencd, 
by Lemma 4.8, ~.cM®o • is the direct sum of a free abelian group and a torsion 
group, which is a group of period c. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. [] 
Remark. In [5] C.K. Gupta and N.D. Gupta have obtained a matrix representation 
of F/[YcR, F]. By a result of Thomson [19], the kernel of this representation is 
equivalent to the kernel of the diagonal in (5.1b). Therefore, in the proof of 
Theorem 1. I we have automatically obtained a description of the kernel of the Gup- 
ta representation f F/[),cR, F] (see also [18]). 
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5.3. Theorem 1.2 
The mmn result of this paper is 
Theorem 1.2. Let p be a prime, R a normal subgroup of  F such that G = F/R has 
no p-torsion. Then the torsion subgroup of  ypR/[ypR, F] is isomorphic to 
H,(G.7,,). 
The proof of the theorem will be given in Section 7. For the case c = 2 we have 
a (relatively short) direct proof (compare with [10]). Unfortunately, we do not have 
a similar proof for odd primes. In this case the theorem will be proved indirectly 
by using the following homological characterization f the torsion subgroup: 
Proposition 5.2. Let G be a group which has no c-torsion. Then the torsion sub. 
group of  YcR/[yc R, F] is isomorphic to TorG(~cP/~c M, 7/). 
Proof. We know that the torsion subgroup is isomorphic to the kernel to the 
diagonal in (5.2). Since (~cP, TcP, v~) is a c-pair, the kernel of the homomorphism 
v~p is a group of period c. On the other hand, since G has no c-torsion, ~cP is a 
free G-module by Theorem 3.11. Consequently, the tensor product ~cP ®~ 7/is free 
abelian and it follows that v~p ® 1 is injective. Hence, the kernel of the diagonal in 
(5.2) coin¢ides with the kernel of/Zc® 1. Now the proposition follows immediately 
from the long exact Tor-sequence for O-*~cM-*~cP-*~cP/~cM-*O. []
As a consequence of the proof we state 
Corollary 5.3. I f  G has no c-torsion, then the torsion subgroup of  ycR/[~'cR, F] is 
isomorphic to the kernel of  the canonical homomorphism lac® l :~cM®oT_-~ 
~cP ®o 7-. 
In the next section we perform some homological computations aimed on the 
computation of Tor~(~cP/~cM, 7-). 
6. Homology II 
6.1. Some lemmas on torsion 
In this subsection we examine the functor Tor6(- ,Z ') for some specific G, 
modules. 
Lemma 6,1. For any 7,-free G-module D and any positive integer k, the abelia 
group Tor~(Al® D, 7-) is a bounded R-group in each of  the following cases: 
(a) Al=~cM, ~=c for c>_2, 
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Co) A1 =~cM, f i=c(c-2)! for c>_2, 
(c) AI=UicM, f i=(c-2) l  for c>_4, l<_i<_N o 
(d) Al =~clG, ,q=c"(c-2)! for c>_3 (c:#4) and fi=6 for c=4, 
(e) A1=~cIG, fi=c! for c>_2. 
proof. In each of the five cases the lemma will be a consequence of Lemma 4.10, 
where for H will be taken the full symmetric group Sc. The lemma will be proved 
once we show that there is a commutative square (4.16) with A =Al <~D satisfying 
the conditions of Lemma 4.10 for some m, n dividing fiq for some positive integer 
q. In case (a),(b),(c) we take the diagram 
#c® 1 
TcM@D ) TcP@D ,,l[ l.,l 
A 1 ®D ) B 1 @D 
(6.1) 
Since M is a 2-cokernel, it follows by Proposition 4.5 that, for any i>O, $c acts 
trivially on the kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
(pc ® 1 ® 1)® 1 : (TcM®D ® T~IG)®6Z--+(TcP®D® T~IG)®67_. 
Now it is easy to see that (6.1) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.10 if we take 
the following realization of the modules and homomorphisms in (6.1) (the homo- 
morphism in the lower row will be defined automatically by the given homo- 
morphisms): 
Case (a). BI = 9~cP, al = v~,  a~ = v~,, m = c (see Lemma 3.6); 19 = (1, 2, 3) + 
(1,2,3)2-(1,2), n=l  for c_>3 and D=I  +(1,2), n=2 for c=2 (see the proof of 
Theorem 1.1). 
Case Co). B 1 = ~I~cP, cq = v~,  a~ = v c • U', m=c(c-2)[  (see Lemma 3.7); £2= 
(1,2,3)+ (1,2, 3)2- (1,2), n= 1. 
Case (c). B 1 i c , c =UcP, aI=VU,~M, al=Vu,~v, m=m(c,i), where m(c,i) is the m 
from Lemma 3.8; the existence of an £2 ~ ZSc satisfying condition (iv) of Lemma 
4.10 folows easily from Subsection 3.1 (n=2). 
In case (d), (e) we take the commutative square 
:® 1 
Tc lG®D ) TcT/G@D  l®l[ [ai®l 
A1 ®D " B1 ~D 
(6.2) 
Since IG is a 1-cokernel, a permutation ~ from Sc acts on any element from the 
kernel of the canonical homomorphism ( :  ® 1 ® 1) ® 1 : (TclG ® D ® TilG) ®6 Z -* 
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(TcT/G®D® Ti lG)® G 7/by multiplication with (--1) sigr (Proposition 4.5). In view 
of this it is obvious that (6.2) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.10 if we take the 
following: 
__  C i C Case (d). Bz=~flc7/G, al--v~tda, UI=V~j~ZG, m=c(c-2)[ (see Lemma 3.7); Q= 
1 +(1,2,3)+(1,2,3) 2, n=3 (note: sig(l, 2, 3) = 0). 
c , c =c! (see Subsection 3.2); Q~ Case (e). B1 =~cT/G, al =Veto, aI=VezG, m 
1-(1,2), n=2 (sig(1,2)= 1). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
In the proof of Lemma 6.1 we have shown that Lemma 4.10 is applicable to the 
diagrams (6.1), (6.2) for A1 as in (a)-(e), respectively. Hence, in view of the second 
statement of Lemma 4.10 we can add 
Corollary 6.2. Lemma 6. l(a)-(e) remains true if we replace A1 by (a) ~cPl~cM , (o) 
~cP/~/~c M, (c) UicP/UicM, (d) ~II~c7/G/~.IY~clG, (e) ~c7/G/~clG, respectively. 
By comparing the assumptions of Lemma 4.8 with those of Lemma 4.10, we see 
that the first is applicable whenever the second is. Hence, we can state 
Corollary 6.3. For any 7~-free G-module D, the tensor product (A I ~ D)®G Z iS 
the direct sum of a free abelian group and a bounded n-group in each of the five 
cases (a)-(e)from Lemma 6.1. 
Finally, we state a special corollary of Lemma 6.1(e). Therefore, recall that there 
is a short exact sequence 
O~ V) P-~cp-- ,~cIG-~O (6.3) 
(see Subsection 3.3). 
Corollary 6.4. For any positive k, Tor~(VclP, 7/) is a bounded c!-group. 
Proof. Since (~cP, TcP, v~p) is a c!-pair, it follows by Lemma 4.7 that 
Tor~(~cP, Z) is a bounded c!-group for all k>0.  In view of this and Lemma 
6.1(e), the corollary can be easily drawn from the long exact Tor-sequence for 
(6.3). [] 
We close this subsection by proving 
Lemma 6.5. Let p be a prime >_5. Then, for any i (l <i<_Np) the tensor product 
(UIpP/U~M) ®G 7/has no p-torsion. 
Proof. Consider Uipp. Since p is a prime, it follows by Lemma 3.3 that U~P = 
uJP®~sUtnP for some m,n,s (p=m+sn), j ,k  (O<_j<_Nm, O~k~Nn). Hence, 
for i i U/,P/U~M we have a short exact sequence 
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0--*A --' i i U~P/U~M'-' B--' O, (6.4) 
where 
A = B=(U mP/r.ZJmM)® ,U P. 
consider the long exact Tor-sequence for (6.4) 
• " --' Tor~(B, 7/)--,A i i • ®GT/--' U:vP/UpM®07/--' B®aT/--,O. 
Obviously, the lemma will be proved once we show that the following three condi- 
tions hold: 
(1) (A 
(2) (B ®c T/)(p) = 0, 
(3) the group Tor~(B, Z) is periodic. 
Since the quotient ~s UknP/~s Ukn M is a 7/-free G-module, it follows by Corollary 
6.3(c) that the torsion subgroup of A ®G 7/is, for j > 1, a bounded (m - 2)!-group, 
whereas for j = 0 point (b) of the same lemma yields that it is a bounded m(m - 2)!- 
group. In both cases A ®G 7/has no elements of order p and this proves condition 
(1). Using the arguments of Subsection 3.2 it is easy to see that there is an embedding 
a:~sU~P-, TsnP such that (uJ  P /U J  M®~sUkp,  uJ  P /UJ  M® Ts, P, 1 ®a) is 
an m-pair for some m dividing (p -  2)! q for some positive integer q. Now it follows 
by Lemma 4.7 that both the torsion subgroup of B®GEE and Tor~(B, EE), are 
groups of period m. This proves (2) and (3) and completes the proof of the 
lemma. [] 
6.2. Some remarks on ~2A 
By definition, there is an exact sequence 
0 ''~ ~2 A ' T2A , ~A - '0  (6.5) 
including ~2 A, which is isomorphic to the exterior square AAA,  the tensor square 
and the symmetric square of A. This sequence will be needed later• 
Now recall the submodule series for flRc7/G, which was obtained at the end of 
Subsection 3.3 (Lemma 3.10). In case c=2 this submodule series for ~2EEG= 
~2ZG yields a short exact sequence 
/¢ 
O--* ~.21G ~ ~.2TG --' IG -"0, (6.6) 
where x is induced by the inclusion mapping z:IG--, EG. Consider the long exact 
Tor-sequence for (6.6) 
...__,TorkG+z(IG, Z ) ~t ~ TorkG(~2IG, Z ) ~t ~ Tor~(~27/G,Z ) 
-,Tor~(IG, Z) ~k-i TorkO_l(O21G,7/)__,... 
(~t denotes the connecting homomorphism, k= 1, 2, ...). Moreover, denote by Ok 
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the homomorphisms Ok:TOr~(T2lG, Z) --* TOrk~(~2IG, 7/) induced by the canonical 
epimorphism O~i~" T21G-'* ~2IG. We will need 
Lemma 6.6. For any k > 1 there is an isomorphism eJk such that 
Tork°+ l(IG, 7/) 
TorOk (T2IG, Z) 
~k ' Tor~(~.2IG, Z) 
is a commutative triangle. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
0 , IG®IG , IG®7/G , IG ~0 
with exact rows, where the homomorphism in the middle is given by d®r--, [t~r] 
(d ~ IG, r ~ ZG). Applying the functor Tor we get 
0 ,Torok+l(IG, Z) , Tor~(IG~IG, Z) ,0 
1 °+ 
TorkO+ I(~2ZG, 7/) , TorkC+ l(iG, 7/) ~k , Torf(~2lG, 7/) , Tor~(~27/G,i 0 
This diagram defines the desired isomorphism Ok. [] 
Finally, we state the following simple fact: 
Lemma 6.7. For any k> 1, Tork°(~2ZG, L0/s an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Proof. Since (~2ZG, T2ZG, V~zo) is a 2-pair, the lemma follows from Lemma 4.7. [3 
6.3. Tor6k (~flclG, Z) 
By Lemma 6.1(d), Tor°k(~clG, Z) is a bounded c!-group for all c_>3, k_> 1. Now 
our aim is to give a precise characterization f Tor°(~plG, Z)(p) in case that p is 
a prime and G has no p-torsion. We start with computing the Tori of a certain qu~ 
tient of ~I~cZG. Let c> 3 and recall the submodule series of ~II~cZG which was ob- 
tained in Subsection 3.3 (Lemma 3.10). Put ~BcT/G-~I~cZG/A2, where A 2 has 
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same meaning as in Lemma 3.10 (c_>3). Then we have a short exact sequence 
O-* IG t~ IG"* ~BcT/G-~ IG-*O, (6.7) 
our aim is to compute Tor~(~ScZG, Z). 
Consider the homomorphism ~Oc:P.cZG-~2ZG defined as the composite 
V zc -2 
Ydc71G , Tc7/G , ~2ZG 
of the canonical embedding c Vaz o, which is given by 
[r], ... , rc]V~z o = (r] ~ ... ~ rc)I2 c 
(see Subsection 3.2), and the canonical epimorphism O~zo®ec-2 .TcZG-~2ZG,  
which is defined by 
(r]~r2~'"~rc)(O~zo~ec-2)=(i=~I3rie)[rl,r2], r],...,rcE7/G. 
Lemma 6.8. The homomorphism tpc factors through ~cZG. 
Proof. First we show the inclusion WcIT_G c_ Ker ~0c. Therefore, we have to verify 
that all basic commutators of type wit (l<i<_Nc) are in KertPc. Let 
rl, ..., rc~ ~ 13 { 1}, where ~ is a free Z-basis of IG, and let w = w(rl, ..., rc) be a 
non-left-normed commutator of basic type, i.e. t (w)~w °. Then we have 
w=[wl(rl,...,rs),w2(rs+l,...,rc)], where s>_c-s>2.  Note that among the 
dements r l , . . . ,  rs there is at least one element from ~a ~ IG, ditto for rs+l,..., r c. 
The image of w under v~z c is WV~z o = u ® o-  o® u, where u, o are the images of 
WI, W 2 in TsZG, Tc_sZG under s c-s vazo, v~zo, respectively. It follows that wv~z o is a 
Z-linear combination of tensors r l~®r2r®.. .®rc~ for some elements z~Sc such 
that for each of them there is at least one i, 2 < i< c, with rire J .  But this implies 
that wv~zo is in the kernel of 0 2 ® e c-2 ~zo and so the inclusion Wc ~ZG ~ Ker ~0 c is 
proved. 
In view of ~I~cZG= ~cZG/WcIZG, it follows that ~o c factors through ~fflcZG. To 
complete the proof of the lemma it is now sufficient to verify the inclusion 
A 2 g Ker (Pc. 
Therefore, we have to prove that all basic commutators [do, 1, ..., 1, d], ..., dj], 
do, d], ..., dj ~ ~,  dl <d2 <- ... <_d j, j >_ 2, are in the kernel of ~0 c. But this is clear, 
since the image of such a basic commutator under V~zo in TJ_G is a Z-linear com- 
bination of tensors r] ® r 2 ®--- ® r c (rl, ..., rce ~ 13 { 1 }) such that at least three of 
them are i n lG .  This means that v~o maps these basic commutators into the kernel 
of 0~zo ® e c-2 and the lemma follows. [] 
Thus, we have in fact a homomorphism ~c:~BcZG~2ZG (we maintain the 
notation foc). 
Lemma 6.9. The homomorphism ~c yields the fol lowing commutative diagram in- 
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cluding the exact sequences (6.6) and (6.7): 
0 , IG®IG ' ~cZG , IG  
0 , Y~2IO , Y~2ZO .... , IG  
,0  
,0 
(6.8) 
Proof. A s~mple computation shows that, for any positive i, the following holds in 
T~ZG (a ~ ZG): 
" 
(a® 1®---(~) l )a i= E (-1) j 1 ( . (~a(~ 1 ®-- -® 1). 
~ . ; j=0 ~'. 
i - I  j 
Using this, we get for de IG on the one hand 
[d, 1, 1, ..., 1 ]~c 
= (d(~) 1 ~) --. ~) I)~2e(LO~zG(~e c-2) 
__ ~ (_1)  j ¢ 1 (1 ~) ' "~)  1 @d@ 1 @-.-~) 1)(~o~zo@e c-2) 
j=O 
= [d, 11 - (c -  1)[~, dl =e[d, l]. 
On the other hand, for do, dl ~IG one has 
[do, 1, ..., 1, d~]tpc 
= (do(~ 1 ~- - "  ~) 1 t~dl)['Jc(Lo~zt~t~e c-2) 
= ((dot~) 1~)--. ~ 1)~c-1 ~dl -d l  t~(dot~ 1 ~. . .~  1)Qc_I)(Q~zGt~e c-2) 
=-d l  @ (-1)J(C j 2)( 1 ®- . -® 1 ®d0®l  ®-..  ® 1))(O~zo ®e e-2) 
\ j=o  
= [d0,d,]. 
Consequently, ~c induces on IG the cth multiple map and the restriction of ~c to 
the image of 1(3 ®1(3 in ~eZG induces ~/o- So (6.8) is a commutative diagram as 
desired. [] 
Now we apply the functor Tor to the diagram (6.8). We get 
TorkO+l(IG, Z) wk , TorG(IG®IG,7/) , Tor~(~3cZG, Z) , TOrkO(IO, LO 
Kk 
TorkO÷l(iG, LO ~k , Tor~(O21G, Z) , Tor~(O2ZG, Z) , Tor~(IG, Z) 
(6.9) 
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where ~k is the connecting homomorphism in the long exact Tor-sequence for 
(6.7). ¢~c k is induced by (0c and ~k, rk are as in Subsection 6.2. Now we exploit the 
diagram (6.9) to prove 
proposition 6.10. For any positive integer k, 
(i) TorO(~c 7/G, 7/) is a group of  period 8c 2 
(ii) for odd integers c there is an exact sequence 
0l* H/c + 2G(~ ) ~'c* TorG(~c 7/G, Z)(c) --* H,  + iG[c] ~0.  
proof. By Corollary 4.3 there are isomorphisms TorO(TilG,7)-=Tor°+i(7/,Z) --- 
Hk+iO. Hence, (6.9) can be rewritten as follows: 
¢k 
. . . - -  , Hk+2G ' Hk+2G 
{c} [ok 
, Hk+2 G ~t rk . . . _  , Tor~(Y~2IG,  7/) 
, Tor~(~cTG, Z ) , . . .  
(6.1o) 
, Tor~(~2ZG, Z ) ~, . . .  
By Lemma 6.7, Tor~(~27/G, Z) is a group of period 2. Consequently, the exactness 
of the lower sequence in (6.10) implies 
2Ker~k=0,  (6.11) 
2 Tor~,(Y~21G, E) ~ Ker 1ok= Im ~k- (6.12) 
Moreover, (6.11) yields, in view of Lemma 6.6, 
2 Ker Ok = 0. (6.13) 
Now we prove the following two inclusions: 
Ker ~k ~ Hk+2G[2c], (6.14) 
Im q/k ~ 4cHk+2G. (6.15) 
For, let m ¢ Ker ~k- Then we have cm ~k = 0. Hence, cm e Ker ~t and, consequent- 
ly, in view of (6.11), we get 2cm=0. This proves (6.14). Now let m¢Hk+2G and 
consider 4cm. We have to show that 4cm =ml~t  for some ml EHk+2G. First con- 
fider 2m. In view of (6.12), we have 2mOt e Im ~t. Consequently, 2mot = m2~t for 
some m2EHk+2G. We claim that 2cm2q/t=4cm. Indeed, m2q/kOt=cm2~t= 
c(2m)~ k. Consequently, m2 q/t - 2cm ¢ Ker ~t- By multiplying this with 2, we get, in 
view of (6.13), 2m2 ~k = 4cm and this completes the proof of the inclusion (6.15). 
Now the exact sequence 
0-*Hk+2G/Im ~,k-' Tork°(!BcZG, Z)- 'Ker ~/t-l - '0 ,  
being a consequence of  the exactness of the upper sequence in (6.10), impfies, in 
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view of (6.14), (6.15), that Tor~(fScZG, Z) is an extension of a certain quotient of 
Hk+2G/4CHk+2G by a certain subgroup of Hk+ tG[2c], which are groups of period 
4c and 2c, respectively. This proves part (i) of our proposition. 
Now let c be an odd integer. Then the periodic group Tor~(~BcZG, Z) deconl. 
poses into the direct sum Tor~(~3cZG,7/)(2)O)Tor~(YScZG, Z)(c). Obviously, to 
verify part (ii) of our proposition, it is sufficient o prove the inclusions 
Hk + 2G[cl c_ Ker V/k, (6.16) 
Im ~Uk C_ cHk+2G. (6.17) 
Let m ~ Hk  + 2G, cm = 0. Then cm~ k = m~UkQk = 0. Consequently, ml = mc, k e Ker Q~. 
Now,  since c -  1 (mod 2), we get m¢k=ml  =cml  =cmc/k = 0 and this proves (6.16). 
Consider mu/k, m 6Hk+2G.  Then mv/kQk=Cm~k . Recall the isomorphism to k ob- 
tained in Lemma 6.6. Then we have Cm~k=CmCOkOk and, consequently, 
cmcokQk = mC/kOk. The latter implies mc/k = cmcok + m2 for some m2 6 Ker Qk. But 
then we have m2 = cm2 (since c -  1 (rood 2)) and, finally, we get mc/k = c(mcok + m2) 
cHk+2G. This proves the inclusion (6.17) and, thus, Proposition 6.10 is proved 
completely. [] 
The main result of this subsection is 
Proposition 6.11. Let p be a prime, p> 3, G a group which has no p-torsion. Then, 
for any positive integer k, there is a short exact sequence 
O~ Hk + 3G® Zp ~ Tor~(~vlG, Z)(p)-~ Ilk+ 2G[pl-,0. 
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence 
o--,  pZO-,  pZG/$tpIC-,O. (6.1S) 
Since G has no p-torsion, ~[RpZG is a free G-module by Theorem 3.11. Conse- 
quently, from the long exact Tor-sequence for (6.18) we get 
TOrk ° (~fftplG, Z) -~ Tork6+ l (~fftp Z G /~CftplG, LO (6.19) 
for all k_> 1. In view of the submodule series for ~fftpZG, which was obtained in 
Lemma 3.10, and the definition of ~pZG there is a submodule series 
~fftpT/G/'~plG= Bo ~ B 1 ~ B2 ~ ... D Bp_2=0 (6.20) 
with quotients Ki -- BJBi+ 1 (i=0, 1, . . . ,p -  3), where 
Ko=~BpZG, K i~IG®~i+I lG,  i= 1,2, . . . ,p-3.  
t 
Case 1 (p=3). In this case we have ~ft3ZG/~ft31G=~TG and the proposition 
follows by combining (6.19) with Proposition 6.10. 
Case 2 (p>3).  For any positive k and any i (1<i_<p-3), the abelian group 
Tor6k(IGC~@i+llG), is, by Lemma 6.1(e) a bounded (i+ 1)!-group. In particular, 
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we have Tor~(IG®~i+llG)(p)=O for i=1,2,. . . ,p-3. For k=O we have 
Tor°o(IG®~i+llG)(p)=O by Corollary 6.3. Now, Lemma 4.11, applied to the 
submodule series (6.20), yields that, for any k___ 1, there is an isomorphism 
Tork ~(~pzG/~pIG, ~')(p) -~ Tork ° (f~pZG, Z)(p). 
our proposition follows by combining this with Proposition 6.10. [] 
7. Group theory H (proof of Theorem 1.2) 
In this section the results of all preceding sections are exploited to prove Theorem 
1.2. The proof for p = 2 will be given in the first subsection. In the second subsection 
we prove the theorem for odd primes. 
7.1. The proof of Theorem 1.2 for p = 2 
By Corollary 5.3, the torsion subgroup of R'/[R; F] is isomorphic to the kernel 
of the canonical homomorphism 
/a2® 1 : 9-2M®0 Z~9-2P®c Z. (7.1) 
We have to prove that this kernel is isomorphic to H4(G, Zz). First of all, we have 
an exact sequence 
/z2 
0--+ 9-zM ,9.2P.-.+9.2P/9.2M~O. (7.2) 
The submodule series obtained in Lemma 3.9 for homogeneous components of free 
mctabelian Lie rings on module extensions gives for 9.2P (= ~t2P), in view of the 
relation sequence (2.2), the submodule chain 9.2P ~ AI ~ 9.zM, where 9.2P/A1 = 9.2IG 
and AI/9.zM-~IG®M. Hence, there is an exact sequence 
O~ IG• M--* ~2P/9.2 M ~ 9.2IG -~0. (7.3) 
Tensoring the relation sequence with IG we obtain the exact sequence 
O..-+ IG ® M--+ IG @ P.--, IG ® IG -.-, O. (7.4) 
The mapping [ml,m2]-~mla®m2-m2a®ml (ml,mzeP) defines a homomor- 
phism 9.2P~IG®P. Since 9.2M is in the kernel, we have in fact a homomorphism 
a:~2P/9.2M~IG®P. This yields the following commutative diagram including 
the exact sequences (7.3) and (7.4): 
0 , IG®M 
0 , IG®M 
,9.2_P/9-2M ,9.210 ,0 
, IG®P , IG®IG , 0 
(7.5) 
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Since v~o is injective, a is injective too. Moreover, in view of (7.5) and the exact 
sequence (6.5) (A =IG) there is an exact sequence 
O--* Y~2P/~2M ' IG® P-'~2ZG-,O. 
The symmetric square ~IG appears in the canonical short exact sequence 
O- ,~IG~ZG~ZG/~I6 - ,O .  
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
In case c=2, (3.7) yields that for the quotient ~27/G/~IG there is an exact se. 
quence 
O--* IG --, ~ ZG /~2 IG --,7/--,0. (7.8) 
Obviously, the mapping r I o r2--. ( r l s ) r  2 .~_ (r2e)rn (rl, r2 e ZG) extends to a homomor. 
phism ~,2ZG--'ZG. Since ~21G c_ ~2ZG is in the kernel, we have in fact a homo- 
morphism B:~2ZG/~21G-- 'ZG. This yields the following commutative diagram 
including (7.8) and the augmentation sequence: 
0 ,ZG ,Z '0 
{2} 
,  zo/ zo 
, ZG 0 , IG ,Z  ~0 
In view of this diagram there is a short exact sequence 
O~2ZG/~IG-~ ZG-, Z 2--,0. (7.9) 
Now, combining the exact sequences (7.2), (7.6), (7.7) and (7.9) we obtain a 6-tern 
exact sequence 
//2 
O -, Y~2 M-- - ,  Y~2 p ---, IG ~ P --, ~2 Z G -, Z G -, Z2 -, O, 
where ~2P, IG®P,  ~2ZG and ZG are free G-modules. The latter is clear for IG®P 
and ZG; for ~2 P and ~2ZG it follows by Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.13 since 
G, by assumption, has no 2-torsion. In view of the 6-term exact sequence it follows 
by definition that the kernel of the canonical homomorphism (7.1) is Tor4~(Z, Z2) = 
H4(G, 72) and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.2 in case p = 2. 
7.2. The proof  o f  Theorem 1.2 for odd primes 
By assumption, p is a prime _> 3 and G is a group which has no dements of order 
p. By Proposition 5.2, the torsion subgroup of ypR/[),pR, F] is isomorphic to 
Tor~(Y~pP/Y~pM, ZO.Moreover, the periodic subgroup is, by Theorem 1.1, an de- 
mentary abelian p-group. Consequently, we have 
TorOl(~.pP/~pM, Z) = TOrOl(~pP/~pM, Z)(p). (7. lO) 
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We claim that there is an isomorphism 
Tor~ (~pP/~pM, Z)(p) -- Tor~(~plG, T)(p). (7.11) 
We verify the claim in two steps. First we prove (Step 1) that there is an isomorphism 
Tor~ (~pP/~pg, Z)(p) -~ Tor~(~pP/~pM,  Z)(p) (7.12) 
and then we show (Step 2) that there is an isomorphism 
Tor~(~pP/~D~pM~ Z)(p) -~ Tor~(~p]G, Z)(p). (7.13) 
Both (7.12) and (7.13) will be obtained by using Lemma 4.11. 
Step 1. For p = 3 we have 93 P = ~ff~3 P and (7.12) follows automatically. Let p_> 5. 
The type series for ~pP (see Subsection 3.1) yields, in view of the exact sequence 
O--,~pM--'~pP'-'~pP/~pM--,O, that for the quotient ~pP/~pM there is a sub- 
module series 
~pP/~pM= Bo ~ B 1 ~ ... D_ BN D BNp + I = O 
with Bi=(WpP+ 9.pM)/P.pM (i=0, l, ..., Np). For the factors Ki=Bi/Bi+l we have 
K o-- ~pP/~t~pM, K i ~ VpPIVipM, i= 1, 2,..., N,. 
For i>_ 1, Tor~(UpP/UipM, Z) is, by Corollary 6.2(c), a bounded (p-2)!-group, 
in particular, Tor~(UpP/UipM, Z)(p)=O. On the other hand, by Lemma 6.5, 
Tor6o(UipP/UipM, Z)= uipP/UipM @6 7/ (l<i<Np) has no p-torsion. Now (7.12) 
follows by Lemma 4.11. 
Step 2. The submodule series from Lemma 3.9 for homogeneous components of 
free metabdian Lie rings on module extensions yields, in view of the relation se- 
quence and the exact sequence O--*~ff~pM-* ~pP--* ~LI~pP/~pM--*O, that there is a 
submodule series 
~CI~pP/~pM= Bo ~_ B1 ~_ ... ~ Bp_ 1 ~_ Bp= O (7.14) 
such that for the factors Kj = By~B j+ 1 one has 
K0--- pI6, 
Ki --- YlY~iM® ~p_ ilG, i = 2, 3,..., p - 1. 
By Lemma 6.1 Co), it follows that Tor~(~iM® ~p_ jiG, LO is, for i = 2, 3, ..., p - 1, 
a periodic group without elements of order p. On the other hand, 
Tor0 6(~/~iM® ~p_ ilG, Z) = (~tt~iM ®~p_ ilG ) ®G 7/ 
has no dements of order p by Corollary 6.3CO) (/=2, ... ,p -  1). Consider Kl. For 
any k_> 1 we have Tork~(K~, Z)-- TOrk~+ 1 I(V~_ ~P, Z). By Corollary 6.4, Tor~(K~, Z) 
is, for any positive k, a group of period (c-1)! and, consequently, it has no 
p-torsion. On the other hand, the long exact Tor-sequence for the augmentation 
sequence t nsored by Vp ~_ lP, i.e. 
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-+Tor~(Vpl_lp,7/)_,(iG® Vpl Ip)~oZ-+(ZG® 1 • --  P)®o Z- , . . . ,  | 
implies that Tor0°(Kl, LO = (IG @ V 1_ 1 P) Go 7/is an extension of a group of period 
(p - 1)! by a free abelian group. In particular, it has no elements of order p. Thus, 
the factors of the submodule series (7.14) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.1. Ap- 
plying this lemma we get the desired isomorphism (7.13). 
Now, combining (7.10), (7.1 l) and Proposition 6.11, we obtain the exact sequence 
0--" H 4 G(~ Zp-+ TorGI (~pP/Y~pM, 7/)-+ H 3 G[pl -+0. (7.15) 
Moreover, this sequence splits since Tor°1(f?.pP/fdpM, Z), being isomorphic to the 
torsion subgroup of ypR/[ypR, F] is, by Theorem 1.1, an elementary abelian p. 
group. On  the other hand, by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, there is an exact 
sequence 
0--, H4G® Zp-+ H4(G, 7/a)-+ Tor(H3 G, Zp) ~ 0, (7.16) 
which splits by an unnatural splitting. Note that Tor(H3G, Zp) is isomorphic to 
H3G[p]. Now, by comparing (7.15) and (7.16) we see that there is an isomorphism 
Tor~(Y~pP/Y~pM,7/)-~H4(G, Zp).Theorem 1.2 is proved completely. [] 
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